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Panchayats have been a vibrant and dynamic identity of the Indian villages

since the beginning of recorded history. The concept of self-governance

existed much before the present day civilization and the system of

Panchayati Raj is deeply rooted in our tradition. India has a long history of

local governance. It is widely recognized that self-governing village

communities existed in India long ago and they have always remained

vibrant as a federal unit of the grass-root structures of Indian civilization.

During the post independence era several provincial govt. took steps to

organize Village Panchayat (community body for village administration)

following the content of Gram Shasan (village self-rule) on the ideals of

Mahatma Gandhi. The village panchayats were recognized as units of local

self-government to work for the development of the people at the grass

root level.  From time immemorial, this system exercised powers, both

executive and judicial. These village governments took decisions and actions

based upon religious values, customs and traditional conventions with

respect to various matters.

The 73rd Constitutional Amendment Act 1992 envisages democratically

constituted Panchayat Bodies, which are entrusted with the task of rural

development through decentralization of powers, functions and resources.

The ultimate challenge was to build a community participatory approach to

poverty eradication into the structure of rural development initiatives. The

anti poverty strategy is broadly based on two planks :

(1) promotion of economic growth and

(2) targeted anti poverty programs.

As such different rural development schemes were introduced at different

stages into the state planning.

RD schemes reflect the willingness and ability of the state to adopt an

expansionary and proactive strategy that can contribute to an expansion

of employment and creation of assets at the disposal of the rural

communities. Its main aim was to bring about a shift from an approach

of patronage to partnership with vulnerable families based on mutual

respect. Progress in rural livelihoods should be measured by the growth
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rate in the net earning of vulnerable families, if the human dimension is to be added to program

initiatives. The time is therefore opportune for revitalizing our rural development progress.

Background

The poor are poor because they have limited access to resources. It is a matter of discomfort that

with expiry of more than a decade after the 73rd Constitutional Amendment took place, the PRIs

are yet to function in the desired manner. The aspirations and expectations of the community have

not been fulfilled to a great extent due to lack of awareness, paucity of resources and requisite

capacity building measures for the PRI representatives. In the absence of an informed group

within, the local communities even fail to take advantage of the available opportunities.

Rationale

As is evident most of the elected PRI representatives are new comers, less literate, posses little

political background (elected because of opportunity/reservation), unaware of their powers,

responsibilities, lack knowledge on the structure, rules, developmental schemes of PR etc. And in

this situation they are expected to lead their respective communities in the line of economic

development and social justice.

It has also been observed that many of the State’s political leaders emerge from these grass-root

PRIs or say many of the present PR representatives would handle the state affairs in future.

Hence, it becomes quite necessary to develop the capacity of the functional representatives in

terms of their development perspective (understanding, skill) to meet people’s aspirations.

Need of Capacity Building

It is quite important & at the same time challenging to facilitate building up the capacities of the

elected members of the PRI & the process needs to be continuous and chronological to generate

adequate amount of knowledge & skill that is required on the part of an efficient representative.

Delivery of efficient services and competence cannot be expected unless the elected representatives

as well as officials are reoriented to meet current challenges with new approaches. Capacity

building is needed to enhance competencies of such local level functionaries.

A training need assessment was carried out to get a first hand understanding on the specific

training needs of the PRI representatives as regards to the implementation of various RD schemes

in their area. For this a questionnaire was developed after a primary consultation with some PRI

members. This questionnaire included questions for different RD schemes. Filled up questionnaires

were collected from 118 respondents.
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INSIDE

These responses primarily focused at the gaps in the knowledge and

information level of the members. To assess the gaps in the skill and

attitude level, a state level workshop on training need assessment for

the PRI members was also organized for the respondents to share

their experiences. The participants supplemented each of the

presentation with constructive feedback and views on

corrective measures and additional queries. The

recommendations were incorporated in the manual.

Objectives of the Manual

The central objective of the manual is the creation of an informed community. The manual also

aims to enhance the capacities of the trainees through:

• Imparting skills and knowledge on RD schemes

• Exploring the roles of different stakeholders in relation to individual schemes

• Identifying the factors causing bottlenecks and ways to address

Contents of the Manual

The package comprises of the following components:

• Training Instructions

• Training modules

• Training Schedule

• Session Plans

• Activity Reference

• Assessment formats

• Picture cards and games

• Power points

Resource Material

The significant aspect of the resource material is that these are prepared in a question answer

format. A series of FAQs have been compiled and supplemented with specific answers. All these

answers have been collated from various sources mainly from government and other publications.

Training design

The training for the PRI members is spread over 3 days. However the training of trainers is of 2

days duration. There are four major sessions per day, further sub devided into smaller sessions.
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 During these sessions the participants will be provided with inputs on different RD schemes. The

sessions will be interactive in nature and the participants will be exposed to the topics through the

use of different tools.

After necessary supplementation by other participants and the key facilitator, the participants will

be able to reinforce their weak links and improve upon their facilitation skill as well as grow in self-

confidence. On the basis of input for skill enhancement on facilitating the sessions, the participants

will become capable to blend in inter personal handholding support during the training to the PRI

members.

Profile of Trainees

The trainees have been clubbed into six specific groups for ease of imparting training. This include

state and district level trainers in the first group, Sarpanchs, Naib-Sarpanchs, Panchayat Secretaries

and Panchayat Executive Officers in second group, PS members in group three, PS chairpersons

in group four, ZP members in group five and ZP presidents in group six. Training will cover around

twenty nine thousand trainees.

Instructions to the Trainers

This program of capacity building on RD schemes is specially designed to equip people with the

skills for facilitating the empowerment process in the community. Still, this program will not give

you a one-size-fits-all recipe for change. This process can provide you with valuable insights into

your own understanding, so that you can identify and then remove the barriers that are holding you

back on your path to develop a clear purpose in life to inspire effective community action.

Let us follow some proven learning practices:

Start with micro, move to macro, and then come to micro with enhanced insight.

Experience is not learning. Reflection on experience leads to learning.

Give weight age to Incidental, Accidental, Informal learning.

Motivate to learn and learn to motivate

Apart from all this a facilitator should ensure the following-

1. Foster Participation

Foster participation by establishing a participatory process from the beginning. This is crucial to

the process of respecting cultural differences and makes it possible to begin where people are.
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The program is much more likely to be sustainable if passive participation is complemented by

active participation. The trainer has to experiment keeping in mind how adults learn. The trainer

must repeat, recap and review the training message several times over.

 
A trainer / fa

cilitator offers

a process - to - process

experience / question.

Let us resist the temptation

of offering answers.
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2. Changes in seating patterns

In a long to medium duration training program, at repetitive sessions in the same room, participants

will invariably sit in the same place and form sub-groups. Changes in seating patterns from one

session to another can be psychologically upsetting for participants, but at times such changes

may help add variety, wake participants out of slumber and break “whisperer-whisperee”

combination. Care has to be taken to manage such disturbance.

3.  The question and answer check list

Now let’s look at a checklist that will be of use to the trainer in improving the questioning techniques.

4. Training material

You must go through the training material and suggested readings for effective handling of the

sessions. You can refer the FAQs provided at the end of each scheme. Try to prepare a list of such

questions, which the participants more likely may ask during the sessions. Get the answers ready

to help in initiating a debate among the participants on any such issue. This will help in reinforcing

the learning through active participation by all the trainees.

5. Daily recaps

It is necessary to recapitulate the coverage of the previous day so that continuity can be easily

established with what is going to be covered on the current day. Any doubts can be clarified at this

time. The various logistic problems faced by the participants on the previous day are fresh in the

mind and may also come up at this hour for discussion and arriving at solutions.

• Do I encourage questions?
• Do I anticipate the correct questions?
• Do I practice the correct response?
• Do I use eye contact to involve the group?
• Do I repeat the question so it is heard?
• Do I repeat the question for clarification?
• Do I listen carefully?
• Do I allow other participants to answer?
• Do I repeat the answer?
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6. Feed back

Feedback is a very effective method of learning. Apart from a regular verbal feedback in the other

sessions, the participants will be especially assisted during their hands-on sessions. Video coverage

of these sessions will be played back to them as a feed back mechanism and they can observe

their own performance, body language and other aspects of their own presentations. This will

definitely trigger introspection and result in fine-tuning of their skill.

7. Handouts

A number of resource materials have been designed for dissemination to the participants. Many

topics go beyond the classroom input and include wider information on the issue. These can

prove to be of useful reference value later on.

8. Training Evaluation

At the end of the training program the facilitators would administer a program evaluation sheet in

order to get feedback from the participants on the clarity of the coverage, the effectiveness of the

methods adopted, the learning environment and the usefulness of the logistics.

9. Session planning

� With an eye on the paucity of time, the sessions will have to deal only with the features of RD

schemes. The references for the details may be taken from the respective chapters of the

Resource Book.

� The training methods followed during the various sessions of the program may be discussed

at the end of the sessions to draw learning points.

� Session plans for each session are in a separate section.

THE SEVEN KEYS TO SUCCESS

1. Clarity

• Provide clarity in all your written and verbal communication.

• Show consistency regarding necessary confidentiality.

2. Client

• Design systems & structures to serve your clients/ trainees.

• Define quality in terms of trainees’ satisfaction & gain participant feedback.
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3. Confidence

• Have a self- confidence to recognize, acknowledge & sort out difficult situation.

• Seek new ways of doing things – take risks and do thing differently.

4. Co-operation

• Ensure that men & women are effectively together.

• Develop long-term trainee - trainer relationship.

5. Creativity

• Use mistakes as learning experiences to improve

service.

• Encourage & reward initiative and innovation by

your trainees.

6. Commitment

• Value your trainees & recognize their different

talents.

• Show commitment to the goals of your team &

the purpose of your organisation.

7. Choices

• Regard issues not as puzzles that have one right answer, but as problems that

have a range of solutions.

- Transform problems into opportunities.

TRAINING METHODOLOGY

In order to make the training program interesting, a variety of methodologies have been used to

communicate different ideas and learning. The primary method to be adopted in the ToT shall be

participatory, which will ensure deep involvement of every participant in the learning process. The

methods of learning includes some specific methodologies that are described in the following

pages.
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Interactive lecture

This most commonly used methodology is an effective tool to introduce new information or concept

to a training group. Facilitators can avoid making their lecture boring and monotonous by doing the

following-

1. Not making the whole lecture a one way communication

2. Not making the communication top – down, directive and keeping the participants passive

through out the lecture.

3. Asking relevant questions at the beginning and during the lecture to understand the quality

of information available with the group and to build on that.

4. Providing relevant and appropriate examples and illustrations to relate to the subject and

to link the subject with field situation.

5. Enabling participants to ask more questions based on the matter communicated to them.

6. Keeping eye contact with the group and not making the lecture by looking only at selected

few or the front line participants.

7. Giving attention to passive participants and to find out whether the participants are able to

follow what is communicated to them.
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Group Discussion

Many of the contents of this manual are to be delivered by using this methodology. We would

suggest the following steps for the best use of this methodology –

1. Communicate clearly the task and time available for the group discussion. Provide a simple

format to the group for making the presentation.

2. Size of the small group should not be below four or more than seven. We may not get quality

output if the number is less than four and on the other hand it becomes a crowd when the

number is more than seven and in such case many participants remain silent throughout

the discussion.

3. Sometimes different subjects could be given to different groups and some times same

subject to all the groups may be given to present their ideas and experience in the context of

their village or panchayat. This needs to be done keeping in mind the content requirement

and time available.

4. The facilitator could go around when the group discussion is going on and ensure that there

are not too many silent members or a few imposing their views on others.

5. Maintain discipline and encourage participants to listen when one group is making their

presentation. Invite questions from others to the presentation. Add and supplement to the

presentations and always appreciate good presentations. Do not criticize or speak negative

on the presentation by a group and if required give feedback in a constructive manner.

6. Always link the findings with the field context to make the learning relevant for the participants.
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The Rolling Stone

Reinforced emphasis is the need on generating awareness among the rural communities on
development approaches and implications of various initiatives taken by the government. This
awareness can open up avenues for greater autonomy and back up support for the villages on
resource control and management. The variety & volume of workload (specific to each tier of the
Panchayati Raj) prompted the participation of youth as elected representatives. And as such, our
PR bodies in the recent times have a sizable representation of young but immature hands; those
are not to be dismissed, but to be developed with all earnestness.

Other methodologies are - Power point presentation, Small Group discussion, Roleplay, Games

Energisers, Daily recaps, Case study, Feed back, Hand outs, Sharing of experience

Consolidate the different aspects suggested by the participants to arrive at a logical end to facilitate

effective learning. It is important that the methodology be correctly followed in order to ensure that

the learning points are understood.
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The trainer’s personal preparation is
the major part of skill training
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Training of Trainers

2-day training program

for the Trainers

on RD Schemes
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2-Day Training Schedule
for Trainers

Day Session-I Session-II Session-III Session-IV

Welcome, Overview of Contents of the Hands on practice

 1 Introductions and RD Schemes, Manual on the methods of

Training Objectives Features of the Objective of the puzzle cards and

schemes process facilitation

2.00 Hours 1.30 Hours 1.30 Hours  2.00 Hours

Hands on practice Handling Understanding Program Evaluation

  2 on role play recapitulation Planning process Valediction and

games Evaluation and prioritization Closing of training

2.00 Hours 1.30 Hours 1.30 Hours   1.30 Hours

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

DAY - 1

Sessn/Time Theme Content Methodology Material/ Aids Duration

Registration                 FORMAT FILL UP 30
Opening of Welcoming the Lecture,welcome PP 15

       1 Program participants message
Introductions Structured Game Components 30
& Ice breaker
Sharing of training Presentation 15
objectives

9.30-11.30 Expectation Expectation Brain storming Flash cards,
and norm sharing flip charts,
setting Setting norms marker pens 30

Setting up ‘Parking Participatory
Space’, ‘Feelings discussion
& Suggestions’
Sharing of Program
 structure
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11.30-11.45 T E A  B R E A K 15

      2 Overview of History of RD Lecture White board
RD Schemes Schemes Marker

11.45-1.15 Features of - Current Scenario Handout 90
the schemes - Rights Perspective

1.15-2.15 L U N C H  B R E A K 60

       3 Contents of Sequence and Brain Storming on Module
the manual Process in one 3 days of module Paper 90

2.15-3.45 Module by 3 groups

3.45-4.00 T E A  B R E A K 15

      4 Hands on Facilitating the Playing of 2 Puzzle cards 90
Practice on puzzle card methods and papers

methods process presentation Markers
Reflection of Feedback by the Question answer Soft cotton 30

4.00-6.00 learning in participants Verbal sharing ball
the day

DAY - 2

Sessn /Time Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Duration

       1 Recap of Enlisting learning Sharing Report White board
previous day points reading Marker 30

9.30-11.30 learning
Handling Different types of Practicing of 2 Flip chart 90
Recap recapitulation methods Markers

11.30-11.45 T E A  B R E A K 15

       2 Discussion Role play on Group activity Handouts 90
on role play NREGS for role play

11.45-1.15 and games Group games Training games

1.15-2.15 L U N C H  B R E A K 60

         3 Planning Understanding Lecture White board 90
Process planning process and group work Marker

2.15-3.45 and prioritization Flip charts

3.45-4.00 T E A  B R E A K 15
         4 Evaluation Feed back Structured format Feedback form 30

4.00-5.30 Valediction Closing of training Discourse 60
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SESSION PLAN

DAY – 1

 Day : 1 Session :  1 Welcome and Introduction Duration: 2.00

 Session Objectives:
· To welcome the participants into the learning event
· To delineate the objectives of the training program
· To get the participants introduced with each other
· To formulate the ground rules or norms for the program
· To reflect on the expectations of the participants from the program

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Registration FORMAT FILL UP 30

Opening of Welcoming Lecture, 15
Program the participants welcome message

Introductions and Structured Game Components 30
Ice breaker
Sharing of training Presentation 15
objectives

Expectation Expectation sharing Brain storming Flash cards, 30
Setting norms norm setting pens

Setting up ‘Parking flip charts,
Space’, ‘Feelings & Participatory marker
Suggestions’ discussion
Sharing of
Program structure

Activities For the Ice breaker use Breakfast game .Suitable alterations can be made to
make the session lively.

Instructions · Greet the participants and help them for registration, taking seat in the
training hall and give them materials.

· Welcome the participants into the program and introduce the facilitators.
· Share the overall goal of the training program.
· Conduct a round of self-introduction through an ice breaker
· Go for a norm setting. It is essential for the group to decide upon some

ground rules, so that everyone participating in the session is comfortable.
Have the group brainstorm on what they consider important rules, and make
sure that the list includes: discipline, time, management and managers.

· Ask the participants to reflect on their learning needs and write down their
expectations from this program in their notebook
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· After 5 minutes distribute colour cards asking them to write one
expectation per card up to a maximum of 3 cards.

· Collect the cards and arrange them with the help of three volunteers.
· Ask the volunteers to post the cards on the board
· Finally share the program structure with time schedule with them

 Day : 1      Session :  2 Concept of RD schemes Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:
• To make the participants aware about the evolution and sequence of different RD

schemes.
• To make them aware about the types and social equity of different RD schemes
• To make them realize the components and features of a scheme

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Overview of History of RD Lecture White board
RD Schemes scheme: Interactive Marker 90

- Current Scenario Discussion
- Types of schemes
- Features of a scheme

Activities:   Discuss  on history of RD schemes. Keep power points ready.

Instructions: Do a quick brain storming on the concept of RD schemes in India. Take down
the views on the white board. Also ask the names of different schemes they
have come across over the years. Do not summarize. Give a brief lecture on
the concept and need of the RD schemes.

After clarifying the doubts, start discussing on the specific features of a scheme
that include Conditions, Area of coverage, Targeting, Inclusion, Implementation
procedures, Roles of implementers, Roles of PRI, Institutional arrangement,
Redressal mechanism, Scope of convergence, Sustainable livelihood, Creation
of assets etc.

Lead a discussion on different RD schemes under PR department. Use power
point to demonstrate salient features of differetn schemes. Advise the participants
to go through the resource material during the night and come up with queries
over the schemes on the next day
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 Day : 1      Session :  3      Content of the manual Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:
· To make the participants aware about the flow of contents in the manual.
· To make them understand the objective of the process

Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Contents of Sequence and Brain Storming on Module 90
the manual Process in 1 module 3 days of module Chart paper

Activities Divide the participants into 3 groups. Select any one module. Ask the groups to
look into one day  schedule and session plan of the module respectively.

Instructions Ask individual groups to go through the module for 15 minutes. Then they are
expected to prepare a list of events in their order along with the time alloted for
each activity.
They will also be required to describe their understanding on the particular
activity on a chart paper. Ask the groups to make presentation sequentially.
Advise the the members to note down their queries during the presentation and
ask the same after the concernmed presentation is completed

1. The facilitator could go around when the group discussion is going on and
ensure that there are not too many silent members or a few imposing their
views on others.

2. Maintain discipline and encourage participants to listen when one group is
making their presentation. Invite questions from others to the presentation. Add
and supplement to the presentations and always appreciate good presentations.

3. Encourage the participants to prepare themselves to be able to answer doubts
of other group members on the issue they would be presenting.

 Day : 1      Session :  4 A Practice on methods Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:
• To know the technicalities of the puzzle cards method.
• To reinforce the presentation and group handling skill.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Pruzzle Hands on practice Group activity Puzzle cards 90
Cards on puzzle cards in 2 occasions Chart papers

Activities Divide the members into 4 groups. In the begining 2 groups will play while the
others will obeserve. After the presentation, the remaining two groups will
play with role reversals. Keep the set cards ready.
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Instructions · Inform the participants that there are bits of a picture in the pieces of the cards.
There are distinct sets, which are to be made. Then out of a pack of 2 sets, the
cards (15 in number) are to be handed over to each group, distributing them
one by one to each member within the group, like it is done in case of playing
cards. Groups now have to arrange the bits of cards to make up a clear image.
Declare the winner in completing the picture first. Once the picture is made,
the group can identify the scheme from the picture. On the back of the pieces
of the picture statements are written. The groups need to refer the hand out and
prepare a presentation on the aspects of salient features and implementation
process for the particular scheme.

In the next event the other two two groups will sit together for their turn. Inform
the members that like the previous activity some more sets of pictures are to
be made. Then out of a jumbled up pack of 30 cards, 15 cards at random are to
be handed over to each group. Groups now have to get rid of the cards, which
do not fit into their picture and collect from others the appropriate cards to
make up a clear image. They can exchange only equal number of cards with
the other group. Once the picture is made, the group can identify the theme
from the picture. On the back of the pieces of the picture statements are written.
The groups need to refer the hand out and prepare a presentation on the aspects
of salient features of the particular scheme.

 Day : 1      Session :  4 B Reflection on the learning Duration: 0.30

 Session Objective:

·  To reinforce the learning taken place during the day.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Reflection of Feedback by Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
day’s learning the participants Verbal sharing

Activities Keep a ball handy before the session (preferably a soft cotton ball).

Instructions · Explain the participants that the ball will be rolled amongst the participants.
Whoever gets the ball will share the highlights of the discussion that took
place during the day.

· The first person will start the sharing with the very first thing that was done
in the hall and will after sharing, throw/ roll the ball to another participant.

· The person who gets the ball will repeat the above act and pass on the ball.
This process will continue until the highlights of the day are completed.

· Ensure that every one gets a chance to speak out.
. The trainer synthesizes the learning points from different schemes.

. Inform the participants that they they should come prepared on the next day on
the features of different schemes to be able to participate in a quiz program.
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DAY – 2

 Day : 2      Session :  1 A      Recapitulation Duration: 0.30

 Session Objective:
· The learning of the participants are reinforced and gaps mended.
· Participants feel more comfortable in flooring their doubts for clarifications.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time
Recap of Enlisting learning SharingReport White board 30
previous day’s points reading Marker
learning

Activities Make sure each participant gets involved and contributes to the process.

Make a rule that everyone is expected to tell one point without repeating anything
from the previous participants.

Instructions Invite one of the participants (preferably the last day’s manager) to facilitate the
session.
Advise the person to ask the participants to tell one by one the topics covered
sequentially along with the learning.
Note the points on the white board in 2 columns. The first column for the topics
covered and the second column for the learning taken place.
If a report is prepared, it can be read now. If it is a process report, the reporter
should read out only the salient points covering the topics, process and the
learning. Care should be given to make the presentation audible. Invite feedback
on scope of improvement if any.

 Day : 2      Session :  1B Handling Recapitulation Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:
· The process of handling different types of recapitulation is realised.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time
Types of Quiz method Group activity Question set 90
Recapitulation Ball game Sharing Chart paper

Activity Prepare the questionnaire in advance (preferably 10 to 15 questions).
Prepare the scoring chart and display both the items.

Instructions · Divide the participants into subgroups of 4 to 5 participants and assign a number
to each group.

· Explain that there would be two rounds and each round will have four questions
each to be answered by one group at a time.

· When a group either fails or gives a wrong answer, the next group gets the
chance to answer.
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Award score to each group to be recorded for each member in group.
o Correct answer – gain 10 points
o Wrong answer or passed question – forfeit 10 points
o Group answering passed question – gain 10 points, no loss for wrong

answer.
· Highest scorers of the program will be rewarded at the end.
· Ensure that the program becomes a learning event.

Activities Keep a ball handy before the session (preferably a soft cotton ball).

Instructions 1. The group sits or stands in a circle to hold a discussion

2. Tell the participants that they can speak only if they are holding the ball, otherwise
they should remain silent and listen to what is being said. If they want to say
something, then they should raise their hand.

3. When an individual has finished talking, he or she should pass the ball on -
either to someone with their hand raised who is requesting to speak, or to
someone else.

4. If someone receives the ball and doesn’t want to speak, then just pass it on.

Success markers

1. One may observe the quieter members of the group speaking up, when someone
else in the group passes on the ball to them.

2. The more dominant or vociferous members of the group quieten down.

3. Some dominant members may be seen with their hand raised constantly.

Strategic considerations

One variation is to allow participants to turn their back on a speaker if they are
bored with them, or find what they are saying irrelevant. This exercise can be
combined with any other exercise, which requires group discussion such as
review of microplan goal or developing motivation strategy.

Debriefing

After the exercise, discuss what it felt like to hold the ball, to receive it unasked
and to receive it when requested. Those who were given the ball without asking
might have felt uncomfortable and have felt forced to participate.

The game encourages a listening attitude; it allows quieter members of a group the opportunity to
speak. It also makes more dominant members conscious of the amount they are speaking since
they are holding the ball. Once the procedures are leamt and become automatic, many groups
find this a very useful way of organising group discussions. It dispenses with the need for an
authoritative chairperson as the rules are built in.
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 Day : 2      Session :  2 Role play on NREGS Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:
· To get to test the existing information base with the participants

on the aspects of basic living standards in a rural context.

Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Role play NREGS Group activity Handouts 90

Activities Select 2 groups one of 4 members and the second of 10 members to enact the
role play. The first group will direct whiloe the second group will enact. The
remaining members will observe and suggest improvements.

An important consideration to be kept in mind is that people feel inhibited in
playing roles in front of peer observers. This can be overcome by creating an
atmosphere of mutual trust/support among the trainees.

Instructions Ask all the members to read the role sheet. The directors group should direct
the acting group in 10 minutes. The acting group will enact the role-play for 15
minutes on NREGS involving the characters as described in R1.

After the play  invite observations on the content as regards what was presented
and what more could be added to the learning.

See to it that no criticisms are made on the roles.

Advise the participants that while facilitating this activity with the PRI members,
they should try to establish a link between the finding and the field realities on
the observations. To do so, they have to list all the observations. Divide all the
participants into 5 sub groups on he aspects of implementation process,
bottlenecks, benefits, role of different stakeholders and monitoring strategy.

Then they have to ask the participants to use the reference handout along with
their own concepts for preparing a presentation. In the large group presentation,
invite others to supplement the leaning on the content and generate few more
queries, which can be taken up for gramsat.

 Day : 2      Session :  3      Planning process Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:
· To get to know of the different components in a planning process .
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Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Planning Components of Lecture Flip chart 90
Process Planning Interactive sharing Markers

Activities Divide the participants in to 4 sub groups. Describe a problematic village situation
and ask them to relate themselves with that situation to prepare a village plan
with consensus.

Instructions Community planning is a decision-making process that works creatively to

include all persons making the decision. Instead of simply voting for an item,

and having the majority of the group getting their way, the group is committed

to finding solutions that everyone can live with. This ensures that everyone’s

opinions, ideas and reservations are taken into account. Give them the following

instructions. For prioritizing the issues refer the pair matrix in R6.

1. The problem, or decision needing to be made, is defined and named.

2. Do a brainstorming for possible solutions. Write them all down, even the crazy
ones. Keep the energy up for quick, top-of-the head suggestions.

3. Create space for questions or clarification on the situation.

4. Discuss the options written down. Modify some, eliminate others, and develop
a short list. Which are the priorities? Use priority matrix.

5. State the proposal or choice of proposals so that everybody is clear. Discuss
the pros and cons of each proposal - make sure everybody has a chance to
contribute.

6. If there is a major objection, return to step 6 (this is the time-consuming bit).
Sometimes you may need to return to step 4.

7. If there are no major objections, state the decisions and test for agreement.

8. Acknowledge minor objections and incorporate friendly amendments

9. Prepare the chart.

 Day : 2      Session :  4 A Program Evaluation Duration: 0.30

 Session Objective:
· The participants are able to identify weak links and suggest betterments.
· The participants recapitulate the training content, purpose and applicability.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Evaluation Feed back Structured format Feedback form 30
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Activities Keep the feedback format R3 and R4 ready.

Instructions Distribute assessment format R3 for self-appraisal on skill enhancement and
R4 for the assessment on the program. They should try to fill up all the queries
truthfully.

For verbal feedback, write the questions on the board and ask the participants
to give their views to the point and briefly. Ensure that no comments or
clarifications take place while the feedback is in progress.

 Day : 2      Session :  4 B       Valediction Duration: 1.00

 Session Objective:
· To consolidate the program process and declare the

closure of the classroom sessions.

  Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

 Valediction Closing of training Discourse — 60

Activities Let the participants close their kits and change their seating position.

Instructions Share the learning of this training program with the participants

· Share your expectations and hope from the participants in implementing the
learning of this program

· Thank the participants, the organizers and all others for the support and
cooperation during the program period

· Invite the coordinator to say a few words

· Invite few of the participants to express their views and feelings

· Ask the participants to stand in a circle and take an oath to practice and
spread the light of knowledge

· Alternately adopt any other activity to generate commitment from the participants

· DECLARE THE END OF THE PROGRAM.
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SARAPANCH / PEO

3-Day Training Schedule

for Sarapanchs and PEOs

on RD Schemes
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3-Day Training Schedule

for Sarapanchs and PEOs

on RD Schemes

Day Session-I Session-II Session-III Session-IV

1 Welcome, Overview of RD Brain Storming on Presentation of the

Introduction Schemes, Features 3 schemes by 3 sub features of 3

and Training of a scheme groups through schemes by the

Objectives puzzle cards sub groups

2.00 Hours 1.30 Hours 1.30 Hours 2.00 Hours

2 Brain Storming on Presentation of the Brain Storming and Arrangements for

2 schemes by 4 sub features of 2 schemes presentation on grievance

groups through by the sub groups NREGS by sub redressal

puzzle cards groups through Planning process

role play

2.00 Hours 1.30 Hours 1.30 Hours 2.00 Hours

3 Collation and Valediction and Congregation for Dispersal

compilation of Closing of training GRAMSAT

queries for Gramsat

2.00 Hours  1.00 Hours 2.00 Hours
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PROGRAM SCHEDULE
DAY - 1

Sesn/Time Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Duration

1 Registration FORMAT FILL UP 30

Opening of Welcoming the Lecture, wel- PP 15
Program  participants come message

Introductions  & Structured Game  Components 30
9.30-11.30 Ice breaker

Sharing of training 15
objectives

Expectation Expectation Brain storming Flash cards, 30
and norm sharing flip charts,
setting Setting norms marker pens

Setting up ‘Parking Participatory
Space’, ‘Feelings discussion
 & Suggestions’
Sharing of Program
structure

11.30-11.45 T E A  B R E A K 15

2 Overview of History of RD Lecture White board 90
RD Schemes Schemes Interactive Marker,
Features of a - Current Discussion Handout

11.45-1.15 scheme Scenario

1.15-2.15 L U N C H  B R E A K 60

3 Discourse on IAY, BRGF/ GGY Brain Storming Puzzle cards 90
3 schemes Finance on 3 schemes Hand outs

2.15-3.45 Commission Award by 3 sub groups PP
by puzzle cards

3.45-4.00 T E A  B R E A K 15

4 Presentation Aspects and Presentation of Chart papers
of  findings strategies the features of 3 Markers 90

4.00-6.00 on 3 schemes involved in schemes by the
the scheme sub groups

Reflection of Feedback by Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
learning in the the participants Verbal sharing
day
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Day - 2

Sesn /Time Theme Content Methodology Material /Aids Duration

1 Recapitulation Enlisting learning Sharing Report White board 30
of previous points reading Marker

9.30-11.30 day’s learning

Discourse on TSC Brain Storming Puzzle cards 90
2 schemes SGSY on 2 schemes Handouts

by 4 sub groups PP
by puzzle cards

11.30-11.45 T E A  B R E A K 15

2 Presentation Aspects and Presentation of Flip chart 90
of the findings strategies the features of 2 Markers

11.45-1.15 on 2 schemes involved in schemes by the
the scheme sub groups

1.15-2.15 L U N C H  B R E A K 60

3 NREGS Aspects and Brain Storming Puzzle cards 90
strategies and presentation Handouts

2.15-3.45 involved in the by 5 sub groups Flip charts
 scheme through role play

3.45-4.00 T E A  B R E A K 15

4 Planning Concept of Lecture Chart papers 60
Process Village planning Markers

4.00-6.00 Institutional Interactive
arrangements  sharing 30
for grievance
redressal

Reflection Feedback by the Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
participants Verbal sharing
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Day - 3

Sessn/Time Theme Content Methodology Material /Aids Duration

1 Recapitulation Enlisting learning Sharing Report White board 60
of previous points reading Marker
day’s learning

9.00-11.00 Preparation for Compilation Individual Flip chart 30
GRAMSAT of queries for Sharing Marker

Gramsat Questions from
Parking space

Evaluation Feed back Structured format Feedback form 30

11.00-11.15 T E A  B R E A K 15

2 Valediction Closing of Discourse 60
11.15-12.15 training

12.15-1.15 L U N C H  B R E A K 60

3 Congregation Queries on Question White Paper 120
2.00-4.00 for GRAMSAT the issues answer

D I S P E R S A L

SESSION PLAN

DAY – 1

Day : 1      Session :  1 Welcome and Introduction Duration: 2.00

Session Objectives:
· To welcome the participants into the learning event
· To delineate the objectives of the training program to the participants
· To get the participants introduced with each other
· To formulate the ground rules or norms for the program
· To reflect on the expectations of the participants from the program
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Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Registration FORMAT FILL UP 30

Opening of Welcoming Lecture, PP 15
Program the participants welcome message

Introductions and Structured Game Components 30
Ice breaker
Sharing of training Presentation 15
objectives

Expectation Expectation sharing Flash cards, 30
and norm Setting norms Brain storming flip charts,
setting Setting up ‘Parking Participatory marker pens

Space’, ‘Feelings & discussion HO
Suggestions’
Sharing of Program
structure

Activities For the Ice breaker use game from the reference R-2. Suitable alterations
can be made to make the session lively.

Instructions · Greet  the participants and help them for registration, taking seat in the training
hall and give them materials.

· Welcome the participants into the program and introduce the facilitators.
· Share the overall goal of the training program

Tell the aprticipants that this program is intended to focus on the features and
concept of different schemes. For specific questions, the resource book can
be refered. However for the details, the particpants need to explore the pressing
issues and clarification on unresolved queries through gramsat or from the
concerned authority.

· Conduct a round of self-introduction (may be through an ice breaker)
· Go for a norm setting. It is essential for the group to decide upon some ground

rules, so that everyone participating in the session is comfortable.
· Have the group brainstorm on what they consider important rules, and make

sure that the list includes: discipline, time, management and managers.
· Ask the participants to reflect on their learning needs and write down their

expectations from this program in their notebook
· After 5 minutes distribute colour cards asking them to write one expectation

per card up to a maximum of 3 cards.
· Collect the cards and arrange them with the help of three volunteers.
· Ask the volunteers to post the cards on the board
· Inform the participants regarding the parking space and how to use them.
· Finally share the program structure and time schedule with them
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Day : 1      Session :  2 Concept of RD schemes Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:

· To make the participants aware about the evolution and sequence
of different RD schemes.

· To make them aware about the types and social equity of the RD schemes
· To make them realize the components and features of a scheme

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Overview of History of RD Lecture White board 90
RD Schemes, Schemes- Marker, HO

- Current Scenario Word cards
- Types of schemes
Rights Perspective Small group work
Features of a scheme

Activities Discuss in buzz groups of 2-3 persons. Refer HO on history of RD schemes

Instructions : Do a quick brain storming on the concept of RD schemes in India. Take down
the views on the white board. Also ask the names of different schemes they
have come across over the years.

: Do not summarize. Give a brief lecture on the concept and need of the RD
schemes.

: Now again ask what are the components of an RD scheme. Initiate a buzz
group till the following is reached-

: Conditions, Area of coverage, Targeting, Inclusion, Implementation procedures,
Roles of implementers, Roles of PRI, Institutional arrangement, Redressal
mechanism, Scope of convergence, Sustainable livelihood, Creation of assets
etc. (Write one word in one card and make Word Cards)

: Take out word cards containing one component each and distribute among the
buzz groups (2 to 3 persons) and ask them to write down what they mean by
the term and present one by one.

: Take notes on a chart of 2 columns, on the left write the component and on the
right the clarifications.

Day : 1 Session :  3 Group work on 3 RD schemes Duration: 1.30

Session Objective:

· To make the participants aware about the basic concept of different schemes.
· To make them identify bottlenecks and remedial strategy
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Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Discourse on IAY, BRGF/ GGY Brain Storming on Puzzle cards 90
3 schemes Finance  3 schemes by 3 sub Hand outs

Commission Award  groups through puzzle PP
cards

Activities As per the need, either BRGF or GGY is to be taken up in the session.

There are 15 statements connected to each of the titles, each statement
written down on a separate card, thus making a total of 45 cards. 15 appropriate
cards are to be arranged in proper group under each title.  The groups are
expected to concentrate in arranging the cards.

Instructions Inform the participants that there are bits of a picture in the pieces of the

cards. There are three distinct sets, which are to be made. Then out of a pack

of 3 sets, the cards (15 in number) are to be handed over to each group,

distributing them one by one to each member within the group, like it is done

in case of playing cards. Groups now have to arrange the bits of cards to

make up a clear image. Declare the winner in completing the picture first.

Once the picture is made, the group can identify the scheme from the picture.

On the back of the pieces of the picture statements are written. The schemes

are- ‘IAY’,  ‘BRGF/GGY’ and ‘Finance Commission Award’. The members are

to discuss and declare what they have got.

After a brief introduction about the concept of 3 schemes through lecture and

power point presentation, ask the groups to refer the hand out and prepare a

presentation on 4 aspects namely - implementation process, bottlenecks,

roles of the panchayat and monitoring mechanism for the particular scheme.

Write the aspects on the board for reference.

1.The facilitator could go around when the group discussion is going on and

ensure that there are not too many silent members or a few imposing their

views on others.

2.Maintain discipline and encourage participants to listen when one group is

making their presentation. Invite questions from others to the presentation.

Add and supplement to the presentations and always appreciate good

presentations.

3.Encourage the participants to prepare themselves to be able to answer doubts

of other group members in relation to the issue they would be presenting.
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Day : 1 Session :  4 A Presentation on 3 schemes Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective: ·
To become able to draw key points in the respective scheme.
To reinforce the presentation and group handling skill.

Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Presentation Aspects and Presentation of the Chart papers 90
of the findings strategies features of 3 schemes Markers
on 3 schemes involved in the by the sub groups

scheme

Activities Distribute chart papers and markers to the groups. Emphasis of presentation
should be on the content area for knowledge enhancement.

Instructions · Before the groups are ready for their presentation, advise the observing groups
to note down their queries to ask them at the end of presentation.

· Feedback should be basically on the learning component and not on the
process of presentation.

· Ask the presenting group to include recommendations.
· Emphasize on getting a consensus on the role of panchayat for the scheme.
· If the facilitating group could not answer the question, then the facilitator can

either provide the answer or post the query on the parking space for gramsat.
· Keep a vigil to avoid conflicting situations and arguments.
· Ask all the participants to take note of individual presentations during breaks.
· Always link the findings with the field context to make the learning relevant for

the participants.
· Consolidate the different aspects suggested by the participants to arrive at a

logical end to facilitate effective learning.

Day : 1 Session :  4 B Reflection on the learning              Duration: 0.30

 Session Objective:

·  To reinforce the learning taken place during the day.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Reflection of Feedback by the Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
learning in participants Verbal sharing
the day
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Activities Keep a ball handy before the session (preferably a soft cotton ball).

Instructions · Explain the participants that the ball will be rolled amongst the participants.
Whoever gets the ball will share the highlights of the discussion that took
place during the day.

· The first person will start the sharing with the very first thing that was done in
the hall and will after sharing, throw/ roll the ball to another participant.

· The person who gets the ball will repeat the above act and pass on the ball.
This process will continue until the highlights of the day are completed.

· Ensure that every one gets a chance to speak out. The trainer synthesizes the
learning points from different schemes and facilitates in preparing a list of queries
for presentation in Gramsat.

DAY – 2

Day : 2 Session :  1 A Recapitulation Duration: 0.30

Session Objective:
· The learning of the participants are reinforced and gaps mended.
· Participants feel more comfortable in flooring their doubts for clarifications.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Recap of Enlisting learning Sharing Report White board 30
previous points reading Marker
day’s
learning

Activities Make sure that each participant gets involved and contributes to the process.

Make a rule that everyone is expected to tell one point without repeating anything
from the previous participants.

 Instructions Invite one of the participants (last day’s manager) to facilitate the session.
Advise the person to ask the participants to tell one by one the topics covered
sequentially along with the learning.
Note the points on the white board in 2 columns. The first column for the topics
covered and the second column for the learning taken place.
If a report is prepared, it can be read now. If it is a process report, the reporter
should read out only the salient points covering the topics, process and the
learning. Care should be given to make the presentation audible. Invite feedback
on scope of improvement if any.
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Day : 2      Session :  1 B RD Schemes                                    Duration: 1.30

Session Objective:

· To get to test the existing information base with the participants on the
aspects of basic living standards in a rural context.

Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Discourse on TSC Brain Storming Puzzle cards
2 schemes SGSY on 2 schemes by Handouts PP 90

4 sub groups though
puzzle cards

Activities Keep the jumbled up cards ready.

Instructions Inform the participants that like the previous day some more sets of pictures

are to be made. Then out of a pack of 60 cards, 15 cards at random are to be

handed over to each group. Groups now have to get rid of the cards, which do

not fit into their picture and collect from others the appropriate cards to make

up a clear image.

They can exchange only equal number of cards with any other group. Once

the picture is made, the group can identify the theme from the picture. On the

back of the pieces of the picture statements are written. The themes are – 3

sets on ‘TSC’ and 1 set on ‘SGSY’. The members are to discuss and declare

what they have got.

After a brief introduction about the concept of 2 schemes through lecture and

power point presentation, ask the groups to refer the hand out and prepare a

presentation on the aspects of implementation process, bottlenecks and

monitoring mechanism of the particular subject.

1. The facilitator could go around when the group discussion is going on and

ensure that there are not too many silent members or a few imposing their

views on others.

2. Maintain discipline and encourage participants to listen when one group is

making their presentation. Invite questions from others to the presentation.

Add and supplement to the presentations and always appreciate good

presentations. Do not criticize or speak negative on the presentation by a

group and if required give feedback in a constructive manner

3. Encourage to cite case studies from their own experience.
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Day : 2 Session :  2 Large group presentation on schemes Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:
· To get to know of the different components in total sanitation campaign and SGSY.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Presentation Aspects and Presentation of the Flip chart 90
of the findings strategies involved features of 4 topics Markers
on 2 schemes  in the scheme by the sub groups

Activities Distribute the paper after 5 minutes after discussion starts.

Instructions · Before the groups are ready for their presentation, advise the observing groups
to note down their queries to ask them at the end of presentation.

· Feedback should be basically on the learning component and not on the process
of presentation.

· Ask the presenting group to include recommendations.
· Emphasize on getting a consensus on the role of panchayat for the scheme.
· If the facilitating group could not answer the question, then the facilitator can

either provide the answer or post the query on the parking space for gramsat.
· Keep a vigil to avoid conflicting situations and arguments.
· Ask all the participants to take note of individual presentations during breaks.
· Let the groups contribute on how to deal with learnt helplessness / hopefulness
· Always link the findings with the field context to make the learning relevant for

the participants. Consolidate the different aspects suggested by the participants
to arrive at a logical end to facilitate effective learning.
If time prevails, show a short film on total sanitation campaign in the evening.

Day : 2      Session :  3 The concept and process of NREGS Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:
· To know the details of NREGS
· To get awareness on the implementation strategy and bottlenecks

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

NREGS Aspects and Role play Role sheet 90
strategies involved Small group Handouts
in the scheme discussion Flip charts

and presentation

Activities Select the persons for playing the characters in the role play. Ask them to refer
their respective roles in the R1 sheet. Other participants will be observers to
consolidate the content.
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An important consideration to be kept in mind is that people feel inhibited in
playing roles in front of peer observers. This can be overcome by creating an
atmosphere of mutual trust/support among the trainees.

Instructions Organize a role-play on the aspects of NREGS involving the characters as
described in R1. Allow 15 minutes for the play. Establish a link between the
finding and the field realities through inviting observation on the content. List all
the observations. Divide all the participants into 5 sub groups on the aspects of
implementation process, bottlenecks, benefits, role of different stakeholders
and monitoring strategy. Ask the participants to use the reference handout
along with their own concepts for preparing a presentation. In the large group
presentation, invite others to supplement the leaning on the content and generate
few more queries, which can be taken up for gram sat.See to it that no criticisms
are made on the roles.

Day : 2      Session :  4 Planning process Duration: 2.00
Session Objective:
    To get the knowledge on the functionalities of different committees.

Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Planning The process of Lecture Board, Marker 60
Process village planning

Activities Community planning is a decision-making process that works creatively to
include all persons making the decision. Instead of simply voting for an item,
and having the majority of the group getting their way, the group is committed
to finding solutions that everyone can live with. This ensures that everyone’s
opinions, ideas and reservations are taken into account.

Instructions Divide the participants in to 4 sub groups. Ask them to relate themselves with
a village situation and prepare a village plan with consensus. Give them the
following instructions.

1. The problem, or decision needing to be made, is defined and named.
2. It helps to do this in a way that separates the problems/questions from

personalities.
3. Do a brainstorming for possible solutions. Write them all down, even the crazy

ones. Keep the energy up for quick, top-of-the head suggestions.
4. Create space for questions or clarification on the situation.
5. Discuss the options written down. Modify some, eliminate others, and develop

a short list. Which are the priorities?
6. State the proposal or choice of proposals so that everybody is clear.Discuss

the pros and cons of each proposal - make sure everybody has a chance to
contribute.
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7. If there is a major objection, return to step 6 (this is the time-consuming bit).
Sometimes you may need to return to step 4.

8. If there are no major objections, state the decisions and test for agreement.
9. Acknowledge minor objections and incorporate friendly amendments
10. Discuss. Prepare the chartGive a brief lecture on the importance of palli sabha,

gram sabha and preparation of plan for presentation for the larger interest if the
community.

The trainer synthesizes the learning points from different schemes and facilitates
in preparing a list of queries for presentation in Gramsat.

Day : 2 Session : 4A       Over night Task on questions for GRAMSAT Duration : .30

Session Objective:
To quickly develop an unconstrained, non-evaluated list of issues, topics  and
questions, using the group’s collective insights, for later discussion.

To have clarification of doubts over implemented schemes.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Preparation Compilation of Individual Sharing Flip chart ONT
for GRAMSAT queries for Questions from Marker

Gramsat Parking space

Reflection Feedback by the Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
participants Verbal sharing

Activities The list of a final set of questions on all the schemes in sequence should
be prepared and provided to each participant.

Instructions 1. Ask the group to appoint a recorder who may participate and must record the
queries and doubts sequentially scheme wise.

2. Ask the group to think of issues, problems and questions they had to tackle in
the field or in relation to any particular issue.

3. Encourage them to think of everything that can be included, even the most
confusing questions.

4. Encourage quantity rather than quality, the more queries the better.

5. There are two options for brainstorming.

a. People state their questions and the recorder notes each on a flip chart.
No comments and evaluation can be made; it must remain a free flow of
ideas.
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b. Each group member notes issues, problems or questions on small pieces
of paper or cards, which are then stuck up on the wall and a final list is
prepared compiling all the questions in sequence.

6. Similar questions are grouped together and no repetition.

7. Ask all the members to take down the queries in their notes prior to the visit to
the gramsat.

Initiate a discussion on the learning of the day inviting voluntary feed backs.·

Keep a ball handy before the session.
Explain the participants that whoever wants to share the highlights of the
discussion that took place during the day may do so, but brief.
The first person will start the sharing with the very first thing that was done in
the hall followed by the chronology of events through the day by next participant.
This process will continue until the highlights of the day are completed.
Ensure that every one gets a chance to speak out.

DAY – 3

Day : 3      Session :  1 A Recapitulation Duration: 1.00

Session Objective:
· The participants will get an idea of the process involved in preparing a plan.
· They will learn the importance of identifying and prioritizing issues for a plan

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Recap of Enlisting learning SharingReport White board 60
previous day points reading Marker
learning

Activities Prepare the questionnaire in advance (preferably 10 to 15 questions).
Prepare the scoring chart and display both the items

Instructions · Divide the participants into subgroups of 4 to 5 participants and assign a number
to each group.

· Explain that there would be two rounds and each round will have four questions
each to be answered by one group at a time.
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· When a group either fails or gives a wrong answer, the next group gets the
chance to answer.

· Award score to each group, which is recorded for each member in the group.

o Correct answer – gain 10 points

o Wrong answer or passed question – forfeit 10 points

o Group answering passed question – gain 10 points, no loss for wrong
answer.

· Highest scorers of the program will be rewarded at the end.

· Ensure that the program becomes a learning event.

The participants will review the learning outcomes and strengthen learning gaps
(to be done in group) and winners to be declared.

Day : 3      Session :  1 B Compilation for GRAM SAT Duration: 0.30

Session Objective:
· The participants are able to consolidate the queries  for Gramsat.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Gramsat Unresolved Compilation of Paper 30
Queries Questions from Sketchpens

Parking space

Activities Keep papers and sketchpens ready.

Instructions Ask the groups to bring their over night task and read out one by one to prepare
a common list.

Ask  2 persons to take note on the chart paper while queries are read out
without repeating any of the queries.

Advise the participants to take down the final list in their notes for reference at
Gramsat.
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Day : 3      Session :  1 C Program Evaluation Duration: 0.30

Session Objective:
· The participants are able to identify weak links and suggest betterments.
· The participants recapitulate the training content, purpose and applicability.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Action plan Self appraisal on Format fill up Assignment 10
skill development

Evaluation Feed back Structured format Feedback form 10
Verbal sharing 10

Activities Keep the feedback format A1 and A2 ready.

Instructions Distribute assessment format R3 for self-appraisal on skill enhancement and
R4 for the assessment on the program. They should try to fill up all the queries
truthfully.

For verbal feedback, write the questions on the board and ask the participants
to give their views to the point and briefly. Ensure that no comments or
clarifications take place while the feedback is in progress.

Day : 3 Session :  2 Valediction Duration: 1.00

Session Objective:
·To consolidate the program process and declare the closure of the
classroom sessions.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Valediction Closing of training Discourse — 60

Activities Let the participants close their kits and change their seating position.

Instructions Request all the participants to shed their inhibitions if any and come forward to
take an oath of commitment for the cause of social development.  Share the
learning of this training program with the participants

· Share your expectations and hope from the participants in implementing the
learning of this program

· Thank the participants, the organizers and all others for the support and
cooperation during the program period

· Invite the coordinator to say a few words
· Invite few of the participants to express their views and feelings
· Ask the participants to stand in a circle and take an oath to practice and

spread the light of knowledge
· Alternately adopt any other activity to generate commitment from the

participants
· Declare the end of the program.
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Day : 3      Session :  3 Clarification of queries at Gramsat Duration: 2.00

Session Objective:

To make the participants present the list of queries and get answers

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Congregation Queries on the Question answer White Paper 120
for GRAMSAT issues Marker

Activities Let all the participants write down the short listed queries in their notebooks
allowing space under every question.

Instructions Ask the participants to keep a copy of their queries ready. They must pay
attention to the interactive session and listen to every query and subsequent
replies very minutely. They must try to write down the answers provided by the
authorities for the queries posed. During the session everyone should resort to
complete discipline, i.e. asking one after the other and no over riding.

Thank everyone before dispersal.
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ZILLA PARISHAD PRESIDENTS

3-Day Training Schedule

for ZP Presidents

on RD Schemes
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3-Day Training Schedule

for ZP President

on RD Schemes

Day Session-I Session-II Session-III Session-IV

1 Welcome, Overview of RD Brain Storming on Presentation of the

Introduction Schemes, Features 3 schemes by 3 sub features of 3

and Training of a scheme groups through schemes by the

Objectives puzzle cards sub groups

1.30 Hours 1.30 Hours 1.30 Hours 1.30 Hours

2 Brain Storming on Presentation of the Brain Storming and Arrangements for

2 schemes by 4 sub features of 2 schemes presentation on grievance

groups through by the sub groups NREGS by sub redressal

puzzle cards groups

1.30 Hours 1.30 Hours 1.30 Hours 1.30 Hours

3 Scope of Planning process Action Plan for Valediction and

convergence and at the panchayat level Monitoring and Closing of training

coordination for Assessment of

implementation the schemes

1.30 Hours  1.30 Hours 1.30 Hours 1.00 Hour
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 PROGRAM SCHEDULE
DAY - 1

Sesn/Time Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Duration

1 Registration FORMAT FILL UP 30

Opening of Welcoming the Lecture, wel- PP 15
Program  participants come message

Introductions  & Structured Game  Components 30
10.00-11.30 Ice breaker

Sharing of training 15
objectives

Expectation Expectation Brain storming Flash cards, 30
and norm sharing flip charts,
setting Setting norms marker pens

Setting up ‘Parking Participatory
Space’, ‘Feelings discussion
 & Suggestions’
Sharing of Program
structure

11.30-11.45 T E A  B R E A K 15

2 Overview of History of RD Lecture White board 90
RD Schemes Schemes Interactive Marker,
Features of a - Current Discussion Handout

11.45-1.15 scheme Scenario

1.15-2.15 L U N C H  B R E A K 60

3 Discourse on IAY,BRGF/ GGY Brain Storming Puzzle cards 90
3 schemes Finance on 3 schemes Hand outs

2.15-3.45 Commission Award by 3 sub groups PP
by puzzle cards

3.45-4.00 T E A  B R E A K 15

4 Presentation Aspects and Presentation of Chart papers
of  findings strategies the features of 3 Markers 90

4.00-6.00 on 3 schemes involved in schemes by the
the scheme sub groups

Reflection of Feedback by Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
learning in the the participants Verbal sharing
day
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Day - 2

Sesn /Time Theme Content Methodology Material /Aids Duration

1 Recapitulation Enlisting learning Sharing Report White board 30
of previous points reading Marker

9.30-11.30 day’s learning

Discourse on TSC Brain Storming Puzzle cards 90
2 schemes SGSY on 2 schemes Handouts

by 4 sub groups PP
by puzzle cards

11.30-11.45 T E A  B R E A K 15

2 Presentation Aspects and Presentation of Flip chart 90
of the findings strategies the features of 2 Markers

11.45-1.15 on 2 schemes involved in schemes by the
the scheme sub groups

1.15-2.15 L U N C H  B R E A K 60

3 NREGS Aspects and Brain Storming 90
strategies and presentation Handouts

2.15-3.45 involved in the by 5 sub groups Flip charts
 scheme though role play

3.45-4.00 T E A  B R E A K 15

4 grievance Institutional Interactive Chart papers 60
redressal arrangements sharing Markers

4.00-6.00 for grievance
redressal

Reflection Feedback by the Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
participants Verbal sharing
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Day - 3

Sessn/Time Theme Content Methodology Material /Aids     Duration

      1 Recapitulation Enlisting learning Sharing Report White board 60
of previous points reading Marker
day’s learning

10.00-11.30 covergence Scope of Individual Flip chart 30
in schemes convergence and Sharing Marker

coordination for
implementation

11.30-11.45 T E A  B R E A K 15

        2 Planning Concept of Group work Flip chart 90
Process Village planning Marker
11.45-1.15 Process of

conducting a
planning

1.15-2.15 L U N C H  B R E A K 60

       3 Action plan Monitoring and White Paper 60
2.15-3.45 assessment of

schemes

Evaluation Feed back Structured format Feedback form 30

3.45-4.00 TEA BREAK 15

       4 Valediction Closing of Discourse 60
4.00-5.00 training

SESSION PLAN
DAY – 1

Day : 1      Session :  1 Welcome and Introduction Duration: 2.00

Session Objectives:
· To welcome the participants into the learning event
· To delineate the objectives of the training program to the participants
· To get the participants introduced with each other
· To formulate the ground rules or norms for the program
· To reflect on the expectations of the participants from the program
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Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Registration FORMAT FILL UP 30

Opening of Welcoming Lecture, PP 15
Program the participants welcome message

Introductions and Structured Game Components 30
Ice breaker
Sharing of training Presentation 15
objectives

Expectation Expectation sharing Flash cards, 30
and norm Setting norms Brain storming flip charts,
setting Setting up ‘Parking Participatory marker pens

Space’, ‘Feelings & discussion HO
Suggestions’
Sharing of Program
structure

 Activities For the Ice breaker use game from the reference R-2. Suitable alterations
can be made to make the session lively.

Instructions · Greet  the participants and help them for registration, taking seat in the training
hall and give them materials.

· Welcome the participants into the program and introduce the facilitators.
· Share the overall goal of the training program

Tell the aprticipants that this program is intended to focus on the features and
concept of different schemes. For specific questions, the resource book can
be refered. However for the details, the particpants need to explore the pressing
issues and clarification on unresolved queries through gramsat or from the
concerned authority.

· Conduct a round of self-introduction (may be through an ice breaker)
· Go for a norm setting. It is essential for the group to decide upon some ground

rules, so that everyone participating in the session is comfortable.
· Have the group brainstorm on what they consider important rules, and make

sure that the list includes: discipline, time, management and managers.
· Ask the participants to reflect on their learning needs and write down their

expectations from this program in their notebook
· After 5 minutes distribute colour cards asking them to write one expectation

per card up to a maximum of 3 cards.
· Collect the cards and arrange them with the help of three volunteers.
· Ask the volunteers to post the cards on the board
· Inform the participants regarding the parking space and how to use them.
· Finally share the program structure and time schedule with them
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Day : 1      Session :  2 Concept of RD schemes Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:
· To make the participants aware about the evolution and sequence of different RD schemes.
· To make them aware about the types and social equity of the RD schemes
· To make them realize the components and features of a scheme

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Overview of History of RD Lecture White board 90
RD Schemes, Schemes- Marker, HO

- Current Scenario Word cards
- Types of schemes
Rights Perspective Small group work
Features of a scheme

Activities Discuss in buzz groups of 2-3 persons. Refer HO on history of RD schemes

Instructions : Do a quick brain storming on the concept of RD schemes in India. Take down

the views on the white board. Also ask the names of different schemes they

have come across over the years.

: Do not summarize. Give a brief lecture on the concept and need of the RD

schemes.

: Now again ask what are the components of an RD scheme. Initiate a buzz

group till the following is reached-

: Conditions, Area of coverage, Targeting, Inclusion, Implementation procedures,

Roles of implementers, Roles of PRI, Institutional arrangement, Redressal

mechanism, Scope of convergence, Sustainable livelihood, Creation of assets

etc.

: Take out word cards (R5) containing one component each and distribute among

the buzz groups (2 to 3 persons) and ask them to write down what they mean

by the term and present one by one.

: Take notes on a chart of 2 columns, on the left write the component and on
the right the clarifications.

Day : 1 Session :  3 Group work on 3 RD schemes Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:

· To make the participants aware about the basic concept
of different schemes.

· To make them identify bottlenecks and remedial strategy
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Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Discourse on IAY, BRGF, GGY Brain Storming on Puzzle cards 90
4 schemes Finance  4 schemes by 4 sub Hand outs

Commission Award  groups through puzzle PP
cards

Activities There are 15 statements connected to each of the titles, each statement
written down on a separate card, thus making a total of 45 cards. 15 appropriate
cards are to be arranged in proper group under each title.  The groups are
expected to concentrate in arranging the cards.

Instructions Inform the participants that there are bits of a picture in the pieces of the

cards. There are three distinct sets, which are to be made. Then out of a pack

of 4 sets, the cards (15 in number) are to be handed over to each group,

distributing them one by one to each member within the group, like it is done

in case of playing cards. Groups now have to arrange the bits of cards to

make up a clear image. Declare the winner in completing the picture first.

Once the picture is made, the group can identify the scheme from the picture.

On the back of the pieces of the picture statements are written. The schemes

are- ‘IAY’,  ‘BRGF’, ‘GGY’ and ‘Finance Commission Award’. The members

are to discuss and declare what they have got.

After a brief introduction about the concept of 4 schemes through lecture and

power point presentation, ask the groups to refer the hand out and prepare a

presentation on 4 aspects namely - implementation process, bottlenecks,

roles of the panchayat and monitoring mechanism for the particular scheme.

Write the aspects on the board for reference.

1.The facilitator could go around when the group discussion is going on and

ensure that there are not too many silent members or a few imposing their

views on others.

2.Maintain discipline and encourage participants to listen when one group is

making their presentation. Invite questions from others to the presentation.

Add and supplement to the presentations and always appreciate good

presentations.

3.Encourage the participants to prepare themselves to be able to answer doubts

of other group members in relation to the issue they would be presenting.
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Day : 1 Session :  4 A Presentation on 4 schemes Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective: ·
To become able to draw key points in the respective scheme.
To reinforce the presentation and group handling skill.

Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Presentation Aspects and Presentation of the Chart papers 90
of the findings strategies features of 4 schemes Markers
on 4 schemes involved in the by the sub groups

scheme

Activities Distribute chart papers and markers to the groups. Emphasis of presentation
should be on the content area for knowledge enhancement.

Instructions · Before the groups are ready for their presentation, advise the observing groups

to note down their queries to ask them at the end of presentation.

· Feedback should be basically on the learning component and not on the

process of presentation.

· Ask the presenting group to include recommendations.

· Emphasize on getting a consensus on the role of Zilla Parishad for the scheme.

· If the facilitating group could not answer the question, then the facilitator can

either provide the answer or post the query on the parking space for taking up

the issue later.

· Keep a vigil to avoid conflicting situations and arguments.

· Ask all the participants to take note of individual presentations during breaks.

· Always link the findings with the field context to make the learning relevant for

the participants.

· Consolidate the different aspects suggested by the participants to arrive at a

logical end to facilitate effective learning.

Day : 1 Session :  4 B Reflection on the learning Duration: 0.30

 Session Objective:

·  To reinforce the learning taken place during the day.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Reflection of Feedback by the Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
learning in participants Verbal sharing
the day
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Activities Keep a ball handy before the session (preferably a soft cotton ball).

Instructions · Explain the participants that the ball will be rolled amongst the participants.

Whoever gets the ball will share the highlights of the discussion that took

place during the day.

· The first person will start the sharing with the very first thing that was done in

the hall and will after sharing, throw/ roll the ball to another participant.

· The person who gets the ball will repeat the above act and pass on the ball.

This process will continue until the highlights of the day are completed.

· Ensure that every one gets a chance to speak out. The trainer synthesizes

the learning points from different schemes and facilitates in preparing a list of

queries for presentation in Gramsat.

DAY – 2

Day : 2 Session :  1 A Recapitulation Duration: 0.30

Session Objective:
· The learning of the participants are reinforced and gaps mended.
· Participants feel more comfortable in flooring their doubts for clarifications.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Recap of Enlisting learning Sharing Report White board 30
previous points reading Marker
day’s
learning

Activities Make sure that each participant gets involved and contributes to the process.

Make a rule that everyone is expected to tell one point without repeating anything
from the previous participants.

Instructions Invite one of the participants (last day’s manager) to facilitate the session.
Advise the person to ask the participants to tell one by one the topics covered
sequentially along with the learning.
Note the points on the white board in 2 columns. The first column for the topics
covered and the second column for the learning taken place.
If a report is prepared, it can be read now. If it is a process report, the reporter
should read out only the salient points covering the topics, process and the
learning. Care should be given to make the presentation audible. Invite feedback
on scope of improvement if any.
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Day : 2      Session :  1 B RD Schemes Duration: 1.30

Session Objective:

· To get to test the existing information base with the participants on the
aspects of basic living standards in a rural context.

Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Discourse on TSC Brain Storming Puzzle cards
2 schemes SGSY on 2 schemes by Handouts PP 90

4 sub groups through
puzzle cards

Activities Keep the jumbled up cards ready.

Instructions Inform the participants that like the previous day some more sets of pictures

are to be made. Then out of a pack of 60 cards, 15 cards at random are to be

handed over to each group. Groups now have to get rid of the cards, which do

not fit into their picture and collect from others the appropriate cards to make

up a clear image.

They can exchange only equal number of cards with any other group. Once

the picture is made, the group can identify the theme from the picture. On

the back of the pieces of the picture statements are written. The themes are

– 3 sets on ‘TSC’ and 1 set on ‘SGSY’. The members are to discuss and

declare what they have got.

After a brief introduction about the concept of 2 schemes through lecture and

power point presentation, ask the groups to refer the hand out and prepare a

presentation on the aspects of implementation process, bottlenecks and

monitoring mechanism of the particular subject.

1. The facilitator could go around when the group discussion is going on and

ensure that there are not too many silent members or a few imposing

their views on others.

2. Maintain discipline and encourage participants to listen when one group is

making their presentation. Invite questions from others to the presentation.

Add and supplement to the presentations and always appreciate good

presentations. Do not criticize or speak negative on the presentation by a

group and if required give feedback in a constructive manner

3. Encourage to cite case studies from their own experience.
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Day : 2 Session :  2 Large group presentation on schemes Duration: 1.30

Session Objective:
· To get to know of the different components in total sanitation campaign and SGSY.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Presentation Aspects and Presentation of the Flip chart 90
of the findings strategies involved features of 4 topics Markers
on 2 schemes  in the scheme by the sub groups

Activities Distribute the paper after 5 minutes after discussion starts.

Instructions · Before the groups are ready for their presentation, advise the observing groups

to note down their queries to ask them at the end of presentation.

· Feedback should be basically on the learning component and not on the process

of presentation.

· Ask the presenting group to include recommendations.

· Emphasize on getting a consensus on the role of panchayat for the scheme.

· If the facilitating group could not answer the question, then the facilitator can

either provide the answer or post the query on the parking space for gramsat.

· Keep a vigil to avoid conflicting situations and arguments.

· Ask all the participants to take note of individual presentations during breaks.

· Let the groups contribute on how to deal with learnt helplessness / hopefulness

· Always link the findings with the field context to make the learning relevant for

the participants. Consolidate the different aspects suggested by the participants

to arrive at a logical end to facilitate effective learning.

If time prevails, show a short film on total sanitation campaign in the evening.

Day : 2      Session :  3 The concept of NREGS Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:
· To know the details of NREGS
· To get awareness on the implementation strategy and bottlenecks

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

NREGS Aspects and Role play Role sheet 90
strategies involved Small group Handouts
in the scheme discussion Flip charts

and presentation

Activities Select the persons for playing the characters in the role play. Ask them to
refer their respective roles in the R1 sheet. Other participants will be observers
to consolidate the content.
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An important consideration to be kept in mind is that people feel inhibited in
playing roles in front of peer observers. This can be overcome by creating an
atmosphere of mutual trust/support among the trainees.

Instructions Organize a role-play on the aspects of NREGS involving the characters as
described in R1. Allow 15 minutes for the play. Establish a link between the
finding and the field realities through inviting observation on the content. List
all the observations. Divide all the participants into 5 sub groups on the aspects
of implementation process, bottlenecks, benefits, role of different stakeholders
and monitoring strategy. Ask the participants to use the reference handout
along with their own concepts for preparing a presentation. In the large group
presentation, invite others to supplement the leaning on the content and
generate few more queries, which can be taken up for gram sat. See to it that
no criticisms are made on the roles.

Day : 2      Session :  4 Planning process Duration: 2.00

Session Objective:
    To get the knowledge on the functionalities of different committees.

Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids     Time

Planning The process of Lecture Board, Marker 60
Process village planning

Activities Community planning is a decision-making process that works creatively to
include all persons making the decision. Instead of simply voting for an item,
and having the majority of the group getting their way, the group is committed
to finding solutions that everyone can live with. This ensures that everyone’s
opinions, ideas and reservations are taken into account.

Instructions Divide the participants in to 4 sub groups. Ask them to relate themselves with
a village situation and prepare a village plan with consensus. Give them the
following instructions.

1. The problem, or decision needing to be made, is defined and named.
2. It helps to do this in a way that separates the problems/questions from

personalities.
3. Do a brainstorming for possible solutions. Write them all down, even the crazy

ones. Keep the energy up for quick, top-of-the head suggestions.
4. Create space for questions or clarification on the situation.
5. Discuss the options written down. Modify some, eliminate others, and develop

a short list. Which are the priorities?
6. State the proposal or choice of proposals so that everybody is clear.Discuss

the pros and cons of each proposal - make sure everybody has a chance to
contribute.
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7. If there is a major objection, return to step 6 (this is the time-consuming bit).
Sometimes you may need to return to step 4.

8. If there are no major objections, state the decisions and test for agreement.
9. Acknowledge minor objections and incorporate friendly amendments
10. Discuss. Prepare the chartGive a brief lecture on the importance of palli sabha,

gram sabha and preparation of plan for presentation for the larger interest if
the community.

The trainer synthesizes the learning points from different schemes and facilitates
in preparing a list of queries for presentation in Gramsat.

Day : 2 Session : 4A     Over night Task on questions for GRAMSAT Duration : .30

Session Objective:
To quickly develop an unconstrained, non-evaluated list of issues, topics  and
questions, using the group’s collective insights, for later discussion.

To have clarification of doubts over implemented schemes.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Preparation Compilation of Individual Sharing Flip chart ONT
for GRAMSAT queries for Questions from Marker

Gramsat Parking space

Reflection Feedback by the Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
participants Verbal sharing

Activities The list of a final set of questions on all the schemes in sequence should
be prepared and provided to each participant.

Instructions 1. Ask the group to appoint a recorder who may participate and must record the
queries and doubts sequentially scheme wise.

2. Ask the group to think of issues, problems and questions they had to tackle
in the field or in relation to any particular issue.

3. Encourage them to think of everything that can be included, even the most
confusing questions.

4. Encourage quantity rather than quality, the more queries the better.

5. There are two options for brainstorming.

a. People state their questions and the recorder notes each on a flip chart.
No comments and evaluation can be made; it must remain a free flow of
ideas.
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b. Each group member notes issues, problems or questions on small pieces

of paper or cards, which are then stuck up on the wall and a final list is

prepared compiling all the questions in sequence.

6. Similar questions are grouped together and no repetition.

7. Ask all the members to take down the queries in their notes prior to the visit

to the gramsat.

Initiate a discussion on the learning of the day inviting voluntary feed backs.·

Keep a ball handy before the session.

Explain the participants that whoever wants to share the highlights of the

discussion that took place during the day may do so, but brief.

The first person will start the sharing with the very first thing that was done in

the hall followed by the chronology of events through the day by next participant.

This process will continue until the highlights of the day are completed.

Ensure that every one gets a chance to speak out.

DAY – 3

Day : 3      Session :  1 A Recapitulation Duration: 1.00

Session Objective:
· The participants will get an idea of the process involved in preparing a plan.
· They will learn the importance of identifying and prioritizing issues for a plan

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Recap of Enlisting learning SharingReport White board 60
previous day points reading Marker
learning

Activities     Prepare the questionnaire in advance (preferably 10 to 15 questions).
Prepare the scoring chart and display both the items

Instructions · Divide the participants into subgroups of 4 to 5 participants and assign a
number to each group.

· Explain that there would be two rounds and each round will have four questions
each to be answered by one group at a time.
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· When a group either fails or gives a wrong answer, the next group gets the
chance to answer.

· Award score to each group, which is recorded for each member in the group.

o Correct answer – gain 10 points

o Wrong answer or passed question – forfeit 10 points

o Group answering passed question – gain 10 points, no loss for wrong
answer.

· Highest scorers of the program will be rewarded at the end.

· Ensure that the program becomes a learning event.

The participants will review the learning outcomes and strengthen learning
gaps (to be done in group) and winners to be declared.

Day : 3      Session :  1 B Compilation for GRAM SAT Duration: 0.30

Session Objective:
· The participants are able to consolidate the queries  for Gramsat.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Gramsat Unresolved Compilation of Paper 30
Queries Questions from Sketchpens

Parking space

Activities Keep papers and sketchpens ready.

Instructions Ask the groups to bring their over night task and read out one by one to
prepare a common list.

Ask  2 persons to take note on the chart paper while queries are read out
without repeating any of the queries.

Advise the participants to take down the final list in their notes for reference at
Gramsat.
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Day : 3      Session :  1 C Program Evaluation Duration: 0.30

Session Objective:

· The participants are able to identify weak links and suggest betterments.

· The participants recapitulate the training content, purpose and applicability.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids     Time

Action plan Self appraisal on Format fill up Assignment 10

skill development

Evaluation Feed back Structured format Feedback form 10

Verbal sharing 10

Activities Keep the feedback format R3 and R4 ready.

Instructions Distribute assessment format R3 for self-appraisal on skill enhancement and

R4 for the assessment on the program. They should try to fill up all the

queries truthfully.

For verbal feedback, write the questions on the board and ask the participants

to give their views to the point and briefly. Ensure that no comments or

clarifications take place while the feedback is in progress.

Day : 3 Session :  2 Valediction Duration: 1.00

Session Objective:

·To consolidate the program process and declare the closure of the

classroom sessions.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids      Time

Valediction Closing of training Discourse — 60

Activities Let the participants close their kits and change their seating position.

Instructions Request all the participants to shed their inhibitions if any and come forward

to take an oath of commitment for the cause of social development.  Share

the learning of this training program with the participants

· Share your expectations and hope from the participants in implementing the

learning of this program

· Thank the participants, the organizers and all others for the support and

cooperation during the program period

· Invite the coordinator to say a few words

· Invite few of the participants to express their views and feelings
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Day : 3      Session :  3 Clarification of queries at Gramsat Duration: 2.00

Session Objective:

To make the participants present the list of queries and get answers

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Congregation Queries on the Question answer White Paper 120
for GRAMSAT issues Marker

Activities Let all the participants write down the short listed queries in their notebooks
allowing space under every question.

Instructions Ask the participants to keep a copy of their queries ready. They must pay

attention to the interactive session and listen to every query and subsequent

replies very minutely. They must try to write down the answers provided by the

authorities for the queries posed. During the session everyone should resort to

complete discipline, i.e. asking one after the other and no over riding.

Thank everyone before dispersal.

· Ask the participants to stand in a circle and take an oath to practice and

spread the light of knowledge

· Alternately adopt any other activity to generate commitment from the

participants

· Declare the end of the program.
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ZILLA PARISHAD MEMBERS

3-Day Training Schedule

for ZP Members

on RD Schemes
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3-Day Training Schedule

for ZP Members

on RD Schemes

Day Session-I Session-II Session-III Session-IV

1 Welcome, Overview of RD Brain Storming on Presentation of the

Introduction Schemes, Features 3 schemes by 3 sub features of 3

and Training of a scheme groups through schemes by the

Objectives puzzle cards sub groups

2.00 Hours 1.30 Hours 1.30 Hours 2.00 Hours

2 Brain Storming on Presentation of the Brain Storming and Arrangements for

2 schemes by 4 sub features of 2 schemes presentation on grievance

groups through by the sub groups NREGS by sub redressal

puzzle cards groups through Planning process

role play

2.00 Hours 1.30 Hours 1.30 Hours 2.00 Hours

3 Collation and Valediction and Congregation for Dispersal

compilation of Closing of training GRAMSAT

queries for Gramsat

2.00 Hours  1.00 Hours 2.00 Hours
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PROGRAM SCHEDULE
DAY - 1

Sesn/Time Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Duration

1 Registration FORMAT FILL UP 30

Opening of Welcoming the Lecture, wel- PP 15
Program  participants come message

Introductions  & Structured Game  Components 30
9.30-11.30 Ice breaker

Sharing of training 15
objectives

Expectation Expectation Brain storming Flash cards, 30
and norm sharing flip charts,
setting Setting norms marker pens

Setting up ‘Parking Participatory
Space’, ‘Feelings discussion
 & Suggestions’
Sharing of Program
structure

11.30-11.45 T E A  B R E A K 15

2 Overview of History of RD Lecture White board 90
RD Schemes Schemes Interactive Marker,
Features of a - Current Discussion Handout

11.45-1.15 scheme Scenario

1.15-2.15 L U N C H  B R E A K 60

3 Discourse on IAY,BRGF/ GGY Brain Storming Puzzle cards 90
3 schemes Finance on 3 schemes Hand outs

2.15-3.45 Commission Award by 3 sub groups PP
by puzzle cards

3.45-4.00 T E A  B R E A K 15

4 Presentation Aspects and Presentation of Chart papers
of  findings strategies the features of 3 Markers 90

4.00-6.00 on 3 schemes involved in schemes by the
the scheme sub groups

Reflection of Feedback by Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
learning in the the participants Verbal sharing
day
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Day - 2

Sesn /Time Theme Content Methodology Material /Aids Duration

1 Recapitulation Enlisting learning Sharing Report White board 30
of previous points reading Marker

9.30-11.30 day’s learning

Discourse on TSC Brain Storming Puzzle cards 90
2 schemes SGSY on 2 schemes Handouts

by 4 sub groups PP
by puzzle cards

11.30-11.45 T E A  B R E A K 15

2 Presentation Aspects and Presentation of Flip chart 90
of the findings strategies the features of 2 Markers

11.45-1.15 on 2 schemes involved in schemes by the
the scheme sub groups

1.15-2.15 L U N C H  B R E A K 60

3 NREGS Aspects and Brain Storming Puzzle cards 90
strategies and presentation Handouts

2.15-3.45 involved in the by 5 sub groups Flip charts
 scheme through role play

3.45-4.00 T E A  B R E A K 15

4 Planning Concept of Lecture Chart papers 60
Process Village planning Markers

4.00-6.00 Institutional Interactive
arrangements  sharing 30
for grievance
redressal

Reflection Feedback by the Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
participants Verbal sharing
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Day - 3

Sessn/Time Theme Content Methodology Material /Aids Duration

    1 Recapitulation Enlisting learning Sharing Report White board 60
of previous points reading Marker
day’s learning

9.00-11.00 Preparation for Compilation Individual Flip chart 30
GRAMSAT of queries for Sharing Marker

Gramsat Questions from
Parking space

Evaluation Feed back Structured format Feedback form 30

11.00-11.15 T E A  B R E A K 15

    2 Valediction Closing of Discourse 60
11.15-12.15 training

12.15-1.15 L U N C H  B R E A K 60

    3 Congregation Queries on Question White Paper 120
2.00-4.00 for GRAMSAT the issues answer

D I S P E R S A L

SESSION PLAN

DAY – 1

Day : 1      Session :  1 Welcome and Introduction Duration: 2.00

Session Objectives:
· To welcome the participants into the learning event
· To delineate the objectives of the training program to the participants
· To get the participants introduced with each other
· To formulate the ground rules or norms for the program
· To reflect on the expectations of the participants from the program
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Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Registration FORMAT FILL UP 30

Opening of Welcoming Lecture, PP 15
Program the participants welcome message

Introductions and Structured Game Components 30
Ice breaker
Sharing of training Presentation 15
objectives

Expectation Expectation sharing Flash cards, 30
and norm Setting norms Brain storming flip charts,
setting Setting up ‘Parking Participatory marker pens

Space’, ‘Feelings & discussion HO
Suggestions’
Sharing of Program
structure

Activities For the Ice breaker use game from the reference R-2. Suitable alterations
can be made to make the session lively.

Instructions · Greet  the participants and help them for registration, taking seat in the training
hall and give them materials.

· Welcome the participants into the program and introduce the facilitators.
· Share the overall goal of the training program

Tell the aprticipants that this program is intended to focus on the features and
concept of different schemes. For specific questions, the resource book can
be refered. However for the details, the particpants need to explore the pressing
issues and clarification on unresolved queries through gramsat or from the
concerned authority.

· Conduct a round of self-introduction (may be through an ice breaker)
· Go for a norm setting. It is essential for the group to decide upon some ground

rules, so that everyone participating in the session is comfortable.
· Have the group brainstorm on what they consider important rules, and make

sure that the list includes: discipline, time, management and managers.
· Ask the participants to reflect on their learning needs and write down their

expectations from this program in their notebook
· After 5 minutes distribute colour cards asking them to write one expectation

per card up to a maximum of 3 cards.
· Collect the cards and arrange them with the help of three volunteers.
· Ask the volunteers to post the cards on the board
· Inform the participants regarding the parking space and how to use them.
· Finally share the program structure and time schedule with them
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Day : 1      Session :  2 Concept of RD schemes Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:

· To make the participants aware about the evolution and sequence
of different RD schemes.

· To make them aware about the types and social equity of the RD schemes
· To make them realize the components and features of a scheme

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Overview of History of RD Lecture White board 90
RD Schemes, Schemes- Marker, HO

- Current Scenario Word cards
- Types of schemes
Rights Perspective Small group work
Features of a scheme

Activities Discuss in buzz groups of 2-3 persons. Refer HO on history of RD schemes

Instructions : Do a quick brain storming on the concept of RD schemes in India. Take down
the views on the white board. Also ask the names of different schemes they
have come across over the years.

: Do not summarize. Give a brief lecture on the concept and need of the RD
schemes.

: Now again ask what are the components of an RD scheme. Initiate a buzz
group till the following is reached-

: Conditions, Area of coverage, Targeting, Inclusion, Implementation procedures,
Roles of implementers, Roles of PRI, Institutional arrangement, Redressal
mechanism, Scope of convergence, Sustainable livelihood, Creation of assets
etc.

: Take out word cards (R5) containing one component each and distribute among
the buzz groups (2 to 3 persons) and ask them to write down what they mean
by the term and present one by one.

: Take notes on a chart of 2 columns, on the left write the component and on the
right the clarifications.

Day : 1 Session :  3 Group work on 3 RD schemes Duration: 1.30

Session Objective:

· To make the participants aware about the basic concept
of different schemes.

· To make them identify bottlenecks and remedial strategy
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Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Discourse on IAY, BRGF/ GGY Brain Storming on Puzzle cards 90
4 schemes Finance  3 schemes by 3 sub Hand outs

Commission Award  groups through puzzle PP
cards

Activities As per the need, either BRGF or GGY is to be taken up in the session.

There are 15 statements connected to each of the titles, each statement
written down on a separate card, thus making a total of 45 cards. 15 appropriate
cards are to be arranged in proper group under each title.  The groups are
expected to concentrate in arranging the cards.

Instructions Inform the participants that there are bits of a picture in the pieces of the
cards. There are three distinct sets, which are to be made. Then out of a pack
of 3 sets, the cards (15 in number) are to be handed over to each group,
distributing them one by one to each member within the group, like it is done
in case of playing cards. Groups now have to arrange the bits of cards to
make up a clear image. Declare the winner in completing the picture first.

Once the picture is made, the group can identify the scheme from the picture.
On the back of the pieces of the picture statements are written. The schemes
are- ‘IAY’,  ‘BRGF/GGY’ and ‘Finance Commission Award’. The members are
to discuss and declare what they have got.

After a brief introduction about the concept of 3 schemes through lecture and
power point presentation, ask the groups to refer the hand out and prepare a
presentation on 4 aspects namely - implementation process, bottlenecks,
roles of the panchayat and monitoring mechanism for the particular scheme.
Write the aspects on the board for reference.

1.The facilitator could go around when the group discussion is going on and
ensure that there are not too many silent members or a few imposing their
views on others.

2.Maintain discipline and encourage participants to listen when one group is
making their presentation. Invite questions from others to the presentation.
Add and supplement to the presentations and always appreciate good
presentations.

3.Encourage the participants to prepare themselves to be able to answer doubts
of other group members in relation to the issue they would be presenting.
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Day : 1 Session :  4 A Presentation on 3 schemes Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective: ·
To become able to draw key points in the respective scheme.
To reinforce the presentation and group handling skill.

Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Presentation Aspects and Presentation of the Chart papers 90
of the findings strategies features of 3 schemes Markers
on 3 schemes involved in the by the sub groups

scheme

Activities Distribute chart papers and markers to the groups. Emphasis of presentation
should be on the content area for knowledge enhancement.

Instructions · Before the groups are ready for their presentation, advise the observing groups
to note down their queries to ask them at the end of presentation.

· Feedback should be basically on the learning component and not on the
process of presentation.

· Ask the presenting group to include recommendations.
· Emphasize on getting a consensus on the role of panchayat for the scheme.
· If the facilitating group could not answer the question, then the facilitator can

either provide the answer or post the query on the parking space for gramsat.
· Keep a vigil to avoid conflicting situations and arguments.
· Ask all the participants to take note of individual presentations during breaks.
· Always link the findings with the field context to make the learning relevant for

the participants.
· Consolidate the different aspects suggested by the participants to arrive at a

logical end to facilitate effective learning.

Day : 1 Session :  4 B Reflection on the learning Duration: 0.30

 Session Objective:

·  To reinforce the learning taken place during the day.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Reflection of Feedback by the Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
learning in participants Verbal sharing
the day
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Activities Keep a ball handy before the session (preferably a soft cotton ball).

Instructions · Explain the participants that the ball will be rolled amongst the participants.
Whoever gets the ball will share the highlights of the discussion that took
place during the day.

· The first person will start the sharing with the very first thing that was done in
the hall and will after sharing, throw/ roll the ball to another participant.

· The person who gets the ball will repeat the above act and pass on the ball.
This process will continue until the highlights of the day are completed.

· Ensure that every one gets a chance to speak out. The trainer synthesizes the
learning points from different schemes and facilitates in preparing a list of queries
for presentation in Gramsat.

DAY – 2

Day : 2 Session :  1 A Recapitulation Duration: 0.30

Session Objective:
· The learning of the participants are reinforced and gaps mended.
· Participants feel more comfortable in flooring their doubts for clarifications.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Recap of Enlisting learning Sharing Report White board 30
previous points reading Marker
day’s
learning

Activities Make sure that each participant gets involved and contributes to the process.

Make a rule that everyone is expected to tell one point without repeating anything
from the previous participants.

 Instructions Invite one of the participants (last day’s manager) to facilitate the session.
Advise the person to ask the participants to tell one by one the topics covered
sequentially along with the learning.
Note the points on the white board in 2 columns. The first column for the topics
covered and the second column for the learning taken place.
If a report is prepared, it can be read now. If it is a process report, the reporter
should read out only the salient points covering the topics, process and the
learning. Care should be given to make the presentation audible. Invite feedback
on scope of improvement if any.
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Day : 2      Session :  1 B RD Schemes Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:

· To get to test the existing information base with the participants on the
aspects of basic living standards in a rural context.

Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Discourse on TSC Brain Storming Puzzle cards
2 schemes SGSY on 2 schemes by Handouts PP 90

4 sub groups through
puzzle cards

Activities Keep the jumbled up cards ready.

Instructions Inform the participants that like the previous day some more sets of pictures

are to be made. Then out of a pack of 60 cards, 15 cards at random are to be

handed over to each group. Groups now have to get rid of the cards, which do

not fit into their picture and collect from others the appropriate cards to make

up a clear image.

They can exchange only equal number of cards with any other group. Once

the picture is made, the group can identify the theme from the picture. On the

back of the pieces of the picture statements are written. The themes are – 3

sets on ‘TSC’ and 1 set on ‘SGSY’. The members are to discuss and declare

what they have got.

After a brief introduction about the concept of 2 schemes through lecture and

power point presentation, ask the groups to refer the hand out and prepare a

presentation on the aspects of implementation process, bottlenecks and

monitoring mechanism of the particular subject.

1. The facilitator could go around when the group discussion is going on and

ensure that there are not too many silent members or a few imposing their

views on others.

2. Maintain discipline and encourage participants to listen when one group is

making their presentation. Invite questions from others to the presentation.

Add and supplement to the presentations and always appreciate good

presentations. Do not criticize or speak negative on the presentation by a

group and if required give feedback in a constructive manner

3. Encourage to cite case studies from their own experience.
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Day : 2 Session :  2 Large group presentation on schemes Duration: 1.30

Session Objective:
· To get to know of the different components in total sanitation campaign and SGSY.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Presentation Aspects and Presentation of the Flip chart 90
of the findings strategies involved features of 4 topics Markers
on 2 schemes  in the scheme by the sub groups

Activities Distribute the paper after 5 minutes after discussion starts.

Instructions · Before the groups are ready for their presentation, advise the observing groups
to note down their queries to ask them at the end of presentation.

· Feedback should be basically on the learning component and not on the process
of presentation.

· Ask the presenting group to include recommendations.
· Emphasize on getting a consensus on the role of panchayat for the scheme.
· If the facilitating group could not answer the question, then the facilitator can

either provide the answer or post the query on the parking space for gramsat.
· Keep a vigil to avoid conflicting situations and arguments.
· Ask all the participants to take note of individual presentations during breaks.
· Let the groups contribute on how to deal with learnt helplessness / hopefulness
· Always link the findings with the field context to make the learning relevant for

the participants. Consolidate the different aspects suggested by the participants
to arrive at a logical end to facilitate effective learning.
If time prevails, show a short film on total sanitation campaign in the evening.

Day : 2      Session :  3 The concept and process of NREGS Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:
· To know the details of NREGS
· To get awareness on the implementation strategy and bottlenecks

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

NREGS Aspects and Role play Role sheet 90
strategies involved Small group Handouts
in the scheme discussion Flip charts

and presentation

Activities Select the persons for playing the characters in the role play.  Ask them to refer
their respective roles in the R1 sheet. Other participants will be observers to
consolidate the content.
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An important consideration to be kept in mind is that people feel inhibited in
playing roles in front of peer observers. This can be overcome by creating an
atmosphere of mutual trust/support among the trainees.

Instructions Organize a role-play on the aspects of NREGS involving the characters as
described in R1. Allow 15 minutes for the play. Establish a link between the
finding and the field realities through inviting observation on the content. List all
the observations. Divide all the participants into 5 sub groups on the aspects of
implementation process, bottlenecks, benefits, role of different stakeholders
and monitoring strategy. Ask the participants to use the reference handout
along with their own concepts for preparing a presentation. In the large group
presentation, invite others to supplement the leaning on the content and generate
few more queries, which can be taken up for gram sat.See to it that no criticisms
are made on the roles.

Day : 2      Session :  4 Planning process Duration: 2.00
 Session Objective:
    To get the knowledge on the functionalities of different committees.

Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Planning The process of Lecture Board, Marker 60
Process village planning

Activities Community planning is a decision-making process that works creatively to
include all persons making the decision. Instead of simply voting for an item,
and having the majority of the group getting their way, the group is committed
to finding solutions that everyone can live with. This ensures that everyone’s
opinions, ideas and reservations are taken into account.

Instructions Divide the participants in to 4 sub groups. Ask them to relate themselves with
a village situation and prepare a village plan with consensus. Give them the
following instructions.

1. The problem, or decision needing to be made, is defined and named.
2. It helps to do this in a way that separates the problems/questions from

personalities.
3. Do a brainstorming for possible solutions. Write them all down, even the crazy

ones. Keep the energy up for quick, top-of-the head suggestions.
4. Create space for questions or clarification on the situation.
5. Discuss the options written down. Modify some, eliminate others, and develop

a short list. Which are the priorities?
6. State the proposal or choice of proposals so that everybody is clear.Discuss

the pros and cons of each proposal - make sure everybody has a chance to
contribute.
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7. If there is a major objection, return to step 6 (this is the time-consuming bit).
Sometimes you may need to return to step 4.

8. If there are no major objections, state the decisions and test for agreement.
9. Acknowledge minor objections and incorporate friendly amendments
10. Discuss. Prepare the chartGive a brief lecture on the importance of palli sabha,

gram sabha and preparation of plan for presentation for the larger interest if the
community.

The trainer synthesizes the learning points from different schemes and facilitates
in preparing a list of queries for presentation in Gramsat.

Day : 2 Session : 4A       Over night Task on questions for GRAMSAT Duration : .30

Session Objective:
To quickly develop an unconstrained, non-evaluated list of issues, topics  and
questions, using the group’s collective insights, for later discussion.

To have clarification of doubts over implemented schemes.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Preparation Compilation of Individual Sharing Flip chart ONT
for GRAMSAT queries for Questions from Marker

Gramsat Parking space

Reflection Feedback by the Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
participants Verbal sharing

Activities The list of a final set of questions on all the schemes in sequence should
be prepared and provided to each participant.

Instructions 1. Ask the group to appoint a recorder who may participate and must record the
queries and doubts sequentially scheme wise.

2. Ask the group to think of issues, problems and questions they had to tackle in
the field or in relation to any particular issue.

3. Encourage them to think of everything that can be included, even the most
confusing questions.

4. Encourage quantity rather than quality, the more queries the better.

5. There are two options for brainstorming.

a. People state their questions and the recorder notes each on a flip chart.
No comments and evaluation can be made; it must remain a free flow of
ideas.
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b. Each group member notes issues, problems or questions on small pieces
of paper or cards, which are then stuck up on the wall and a final list is
prepared compiling all the questions in sequence.

6. Similar questions are grouped together and no repetition.

7. Ask all the members to take down the queries in their notes prior to the visit to
the gramsat.

Initiate a discussion on the learning of the day inviting voluntary feed backs.·

Keep a ball handy before the session.
Explain the participants that whoever wants to share the highlights of the
discussion that took place during the day may do so, but brief.
The first person will start the sharing with the very first thing that was done in
the hall followed by the chronology of events through the day by next participant.
This process will continue until the highlights of the day are completed.
Ensure that every one gets a chance to speak out.

DAY – 3

Day : 3      Session :  1 A Recapitulation Duration: 1.00

Session Objective:
· The participants will get an idea of the process involved in preparing a plan.
· They will learn the importance of identifying and prioritizing issues for a plan

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Recap of Enlisting learning SharingReport White board 60
previous day points reading Marker
learning

Activities Prepare the questionnaire in advance (preferably 10 to 15 questions).
Prepare the scoring chart and display both the items

Instructions · Divide the participants into subgroups of 4 to 5 participants and assign a number
to each group.

· Explain that there would be two rounds and each round will have four questions
each to be answered by one group at a time.
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· When a group either fails or gives a wrong answer, the next group gets the
chance to answer.

· Award score to each group, which is recorded for each member in the group.

o Correct answer – gain 10 points

o Wrong answer or passed question – forfeit 10 points

o Group answering passed question – gain 10 points, no loss for wrong
answer.

· Highest scorers of the program will be rewarded at the end.

· Ensure that the program becomes a learning event.

The participants will review the learning outcomes and strengthen learning gaps
(to be done in group) and winners to be declared.

Day : 3      Session :  1 B Compilation for GRAM SAT Duration: 0.30

Session Objective:
· The participants are able to consolidate the queries  for Gramsat.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Gramsat Unresolved Compilation of Paper 30
Queries Questions from Sketchpens

Parking space

Activities Keep papers and sketchpens ready.

Instructions Ask the groups to bring their over night task and read out one by one to prepare
a common list.

Ask  2 persons to take note on the chart paper while queries are read out
without repeating any of the queries.

Advise the participants to take down the final list in their notes for reference at
Gramsat.
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Day : 3      Session :  1 C Program Evaluation Duration: 0.30

Session Objective:
· The participants are able to identify weak links and suggest betterments.
· The participants recapitulate the training content, purpose and applicability.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Action plan Self appraisal on Format fill up Assignment 10
skill development

Evaluation Feed back Structured format Feedback form 10
Verbal sharing 10

Activities Keep the feedback format A1 and A2 ready.

Instructions Distribute assessment format R3 for self-appraisal on skill enhancement and
R4 for the assessment on the program. They should try to fill up all the queries
truthfully.

For verbal feedback, write the questions on the board and ask the participants
to give their views to the point and briefly. Ensure that no comments or
clarifications take place while the feedback is in progress.

Day : 3 Session :  2 Valediction Duration: 1.00

Session Objective:
·To consolidate the program process and declare the closure of the
classroom sessions.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Valediction Closing of training Discourse — 60

Activities Let the participants close their kits and change their seating position.

Instructions Request all the participants to shed their inhibitions if any and come forward to
take an oath of commitment for the cause of social development.  Share the
learning of this training program with the participants

· Share your expectations and hope from the participants in implementing the
learning of this program

· Thank the participants, the organizers and all others for the support and
cooperation during the program period

· Invite the coordinator to say a few words
· Invite few of the participants to express their views and feelings
· Ask the participants to stand in a circle and take an oath to practice and

spread the light of knowledge
· Alternately adopt any other activity to generate commitment from the

participants
· Declare the end of the program.
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Day : 3      Session :  3 Clarification of queries at Gramsat Duration: 2.00

Session Objective:

To make the participants present the list of queries and get answers

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Congregation Queries on the Question answer White Paper 120
for GRAMSAT issues Marker

Activities Let all the participants write down the short listed queries in their notebooks
allowing space under every question.

Instructions Ask the participants to keep a copy of their queries ready. They must pay
attention to the interactive session and listen to every query and subsequent
replies very minutely. They must try to write down the answers provided by the
authorities for the queries posed. During the session everyone should resort to
complete discipline, i.e. asking one after the other and no overriding.

Thank everyone before dispersal.
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PS CHAIRPERSONS

3-Day Training Schedule

for PS Chairpersons

on RD Schemes
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3-Day Training Schedule

for PS Chairpersons

on RD Schemes

Day Session-I Session-II Session-III Session-IV

1 Welcome, Overview of RD Brain Storming on Presentation of the

Introduction Schemes, Features 3 schemes by 3 sub features of 3

and Training of a scheme groups through schemes by the

Objectives puzzle cards sub groups

2.00 Hours 1.30 Hours 1.30 Hours 2.00 Hours

2 Brain Storming on Presentation of the Brain Storming and Arrangements for

2 schemes by 4 sub features of 2 schemes presentation on grievance

groups through by the sub groups NREGS by sub redressal

puzzle cards groups through Planning process

role play

2.00 Hours 1.30 Hours 1.30 Hours 2.00 Hours

3 Collation and Valediction and Congregation for Dispersal

compilation of Closing of training GRAMSAT

queries for Gramsat

2.00 Hours  1.00 Hours 2.00 Hours
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PROGRAM SCHEDULE
DAY - 1

Sesn/Time Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Duration

1 Registration FORMAT FILL UP 30

Opening of Welcoming the Lecture, wel- PP 15
Program  participants come message

Introductions  & Structured Game  Components 30
9.30-11.30 Ice breaker

Sharing of training 15
objectives

Expectation Expectation Brain storming Flash cards, 30
and norm sharing flip charts,
setting Setting norms marker pens

Setting up ‘Parking Participatory
Space’, ‘Feelings discussion
 & Suggestions’
Sharing of Program
structure

11.30-11.45 T E A  B R E A K 15

2 Overview of History of RD Lecture White board 90
RD Schemes Schemes Interactive Marker,
Features of a - Current Discussion Handout

11.45-1.15 scheme Scenario

1.15-2.15 L U N C H  B R E A K 60

3 Discourse on IAY,BRGF/ GGY Brain Storming Puzzle cards 90
3 schemes Finance on 3 schemes Hand outs

2.15-3.45 Commission Award by 3 sub groups PP
by puzzle cards

3.45-4.00 T E A  B R E A K 15

4 Presentation Aspects and Presentation of Chart papers
of  findings strategies the features of 3 Markers 90

4.00-6.00 on 3 schemes involved in schemes by the
the scheme sub groups

Reflection of Feedback by Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
learning in the the participants Verbal sharing
day
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Day - 2

 Sesn /Time Theme Content Methodology Material /Aids Duration

1 Recapitulation Enlisting learning Sharing Report White board 30
of previous points reading Marker

9.30-11.30 day’s learning

Discourse on TSC Brain Storming Puzzle cards 90
2 schemes SGSY on 2 schemes Handouts

by 4 sub groups PP
by puzzle cards

11.30-11.45 T E A  B R E A K 15

2 Presentation Aspects and Presentation of Flip chart 90
of the findings strategies the features of 2 Markers

11.45-1.15 on 2 schemes involved in schemes by the
the scheme sub groups

1.15-2.15 L U N C H  B R E A K 60

3 NREGS Aspects and Brain Storming Puzzle cards 90
strategies and presentation Handouts

2.15-3.45 involved in the by 5 sub groups Flip charts
 scheme though role play

3.45-4.00 T E A  B R E A K 15

4 Planning Concept of Lecture Chart papers 60
Process Village planning Markers

4.00-6.00 Institutional Interactive
arrangements  sharing 30
for grievance
redressal

Reflection Feedback by the Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
participants Verbal sharing
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Day - 3

 Sessn/TimeTheme Content Methodology Material /Aids Duration

1 Recapitulation Enlisting learning Sharing Report White board 60
of previous points reading Marker
day’s learning

9.00-11.00 Preparation for Compilation Individual Flip chart 30
GRAMSAT of queries for Sharing Marker

Gramsat Questions from
Parking space

Evaluation Feed back Structured format Feedback form 30

11.00-11.15 T E A  B R E A K 15

2 Valediction Closing of Discourse 60
11.15-12.15 training

12.15-1.15 L U N C H  B R E A K 60

3 Congregation Queries on Question White Paper 120
2.00-4.00 for GRAMSAT the issues answer

D I S P E R S A L

SESSION PLAN

DAY – 1

Day : 1      Session :  1 Welcome and Introduction Duration: 2.00

Session Objectives:
· To welcome the participants into the learning event
· To delineate the objectives of the training program to the participants
· To get the participants introduced with each other
· To formulate the ground rules or norms for the program
· To reflect on the expectations of the participants from the program
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Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Registration FORMAT FILL UP 30

Opening of Welcoming Lecture, PP 15
Program the participants welcome message

Introductions and Structured Game Components 30
Ice breaker
Sharing of training Presentation 15
objectives

Expectation Expectation sharing Flash cards, 30
and norm Setting norms Brain storming flip charts,
setting Setting up ‘Parking Participatory marker pens

Space’, ‘Feelings & discussion HO
Suggestions’
Sharing of Program
structure

Activities For the Ice breaker use game from the reference R-2. Suitable alterations
can be made to make the session lively.

Instructions · Greet  the participants and help them for registration, taking seat in the training
hall and give them materials.

· Welcome the participants into the program and introduce the facilitators.
· Share the overall goal of the training program

Tell the aprticipants that this program is intended to focus on the features and
concept of different schemes. For specific questions, the resource book can
be refered. However for the details, the particpants need to explore the pressing
issues and clarification on unresolved queries through gramsat or from the
concerned authority.

· Conduct a round of self-introduction (may be through an ice breaker)
· Go for a norm setting. It is essential for the group to decide upon some ground

rules, so that everyone participating in the session is comfortable.
· Have the group brainstorm on what they consider important rules, and make

sure that the list includes: discipline, time, management and managers.
· Ask the participants to reflect on their learning needs and write down their

expectations from this program in their notebook
· After 5 minutes distribute colour cards asking them to write one expectation

per card up to a maximum of 3 cards.
· Collect the cards and arrange them with the help of three volunteers.
· Ask the volunteers to post the cards on the board
· Inform the participants regarding the parking space and how to use them.
· Finally share the program structure and time schedule with them
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Day : 1      Session :  2 Concept of RD schemes Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:

· To make the participants aware about the evolution and sequence of different RD schemes.
· To make them aware about the types and social equity of the RD schemes
· To make them realize the components and features of a scheme

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Overview of History of RD Lecture White board 90

RD Schemes, Schemes- Marker, HO

- Current Scenario Word cards

- Types of schemes

Rights Perspective Small group work

Features of a scheme

Activities Discuss in buzz groups of 2-3 persons. Refer HO on history of RD schemes

Instructions : Do a quick brain storming on the concept of RD schemes in India. Take down

the views on the white board. Also ask the names of different schemes they

have come across over the years.

: Do not summarize. Give a brief lecture on the concept and need of the RD

schemes.

: Now again ask what are the components of an RD scheme. Initiate a buzz

group till the following is reached-

: Conditions, Area of coverage, Targeting, Inclusion, Implementation procedures,

Roles of implementers, Roles of PRI, Institutional arrangement, Redressal

mechanism, Scope of convergence, Sustainable livelihood, Creation of assets

etc. (Write one word on one card to make Word Cards )

: Take out word cards  containing one component each and distribute among the

buzz groups (2 to 3 persons) and ask them to write down what they mean by

the term and present one by one.

: Take notes on a chart of 2 columns, on the left write the component and on the

right the clarifications.

Day : 1 Session :  3 Group work on 3 RD schemes Duration: 1.30

Session Objective:

· To make the participants aware about the basic concept  of different schemes.
· To make them identify bottlenecks and remedial strategy
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Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Discourse on IAY, BRGF/ GGY Brain Storming on Puzzle cards 90
4 schemes Finance  3 schemes by 3 sub Hand outs

Commission Award  groups through puzzle PP
cards

Activities As per the need, either BRGF or GGY is to be taken up in the session.

There are 15 statements connected to each of the titles, each statement
written down on a separate card, thus making a total of 45 cards. 15 appropriate
cards are to be arranged in proper group under each title.  The groups are
expected to concentrate in arranging the cards.

Instructions Inform the participants that there are bits of a picture in the pieces of the

cards. There are three distinct sets, which are to be made. Then out of a pack

of 3 sets, the cards (15 in number) are to be handed over to each group,

distributing them one by one to each member within the group, like it is done

in case of playing cards.

Groups now have to arrange the bits of cards to make up a clear image.

Declare the winner in completing the picture first.

Once the picture is made, the group can identify the scheme from the picture.

On the back of the pieces of the picture statements are written. The schemes

are- ‘IAY’,  ‘BRGF/GGY’ and ‘Finance Commission Award’. The members are

to discuss and declare what they have got.

After a brief introduction about the concept of 3 schemes through lecture and

power point presentation, ask the groups to refer the hand out and prepare a

presentation on 4 aspects namely - implementation process, bottlenecks,

roles of the panchayat and monitoring mechanism for the particular scheme.

Write the aspects on the board for reference.

1.The facilitator could go around when the group discussion is going on and

ensure that there are not too many silent members or a few imposing their

views on others.

2.Maintain discipline and encourage participants to listen when one group is

making their presentation. Invite questions from others to the presentation.

Add and supplement to the presentations and always appreciate good

presentations.

3.Encourage the participants to prepare themselves to be able to answer doubts

of other group members in relation to the issue they would be presenting.
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Day : 1 Session :  4 A Presentation on 3 schemes Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective: ·
To become able to draw key points in the respective scheme.
To reinforce the presentation and group handling skill.

Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Presentation Aspects and Presentation of the Chart papers 90
of the findings strategies features of 3 schemes Markers
on 3 schemes involved in the by the sub groups

scheme

Activities Distribute chart papers and markers to the groups. Emphasis of presentation
should be on the content area for knowledge enhancement.

Instructions · Before the groups are ready for their presentation, advise the observing groups
to note down their queries to ask them at the end of presentation.

· Feedback should be basically on the learning component and not on the
process of presentation.

· Ask the presenting group to include recommendations.
· Emphasize on getting a consensus on the role of panchayat for the scheme.
· If the facilitating group could not answer the question, then the facilitator can

either provide the answer or post the query on the parking space for gramsat.
· Keep a vigil to avoid conflicting situations and arguments.
· Ask all the participants to take note of individual presentations during breaks.
· Always link the findings with the field context to make the learning relevant for

the participants.
· Consolidate the different aspects suggested by the participants to arrive at a

logical end to facilitate effective learning.

Day : 1 Session :  4 B Reflection on the learning Duration: 0.30

 Session Objective:

·  To reinforce the learning taken place during the day.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Reflection of Feedback by the Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
learning in participants Verbal sharing
the day
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Activities Keep a ball handy before the session (preferably a soft cotton ball).

Instructions · Explain the participants that the ball will be rolled amongst the participants.
Whoever gets the ball will share the highlights of the discussion that took
place during the day.

· The first person will start the sharing with the very first thing that was done in
the hall and will after sharing, throw/ roll the ball to another participant.

· The person who gets the ball will repeat the above act and pass on the ball.
This process will continue until the highlights of the day are completed.

· Ensure that every one gets a chance to speak out. The trainer synthesizes the
learning points from different schemes and facilitates in preparing a list of queries
for presentation in Gramsat.

DAY – 2

Day : 2 Session :  1 A Recapitulation Duration: 0.30

Session Objective:
· The learning of the participants are reinforced and gaps mended.
· Participants feel more comfortable in flooring their doubts for clarifications.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Recap of Enlisting learning Sharing Report White board 30
previous points reading Marker
day’s
learning

Activities Make sure that each participant gets involved and contributes to the process.

Make a rule that everyone is expected to tell one point without repeating anything
from the previous participants.

 Instructions Invite one of the participants (last day’s manager) to facilitate the session.
Advise the person to ask the participants to tell one by one the topics covered
sequentially along with the learning.
Note the points on the white board in 2 columns. The first column for the topics
covered and the second column for the learning taken place.
If a report is prepared, it can be read now. If it is a process report, the reporter
should read out only the salient points covering the topics, process and the
learning. Care should be given to make the presentation audible. Invite feedback
on scope of improvement if any.
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Day : 2      Session :  1 B RD Schemes Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:

· To get to test the existing information base with the participants on the aspects of basic
living standards in a rural context.

Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Discourse on TSC Brain Storming Puzzle cards
2 schemes SGSY on 2 schemes by Handouts PP 90

4 sub groups through
puzzle cards

Activities Keep the jumbled up cards ready.

Instructions Inform the participants that like the previous day some more sets of pictures
are to be made. Then out of a pack of 60 cards, 15 cards at random are to be
handed over to each group. Groups now have to get rid of the cards, which do
not fit into their picture and collect from others the appropriate cards to make
up a clear image.

They can exchange only equal number of cards with any other group. Once
the picture is made, the group can identify the theme from the picture. On the
back of the pieces of the picture statements are written. The themes are – 3
sets on ‘TSC’ and 1 set on ‘SGSY’. The members are to discuss and declare
what they have got.

After a brief introduction about the concept of 2 schemes through lecture and
power point presentation, ask the groups to refer the hand out and prepare a
presentation on the aspects of implementation process, bottlenecks and
monitoring mechanism of the particular subject.

1. The facilitator could go around when the group discussion is going on and
ensure that there are not too many silent members or a few imposing their
views on others.

2. Maintain discipline and encourage participants to listen when one group is
making their presentation. Invite questions from others to the presentation.
Add and supplement to the presentations and always appreciate good
presentations. Do not criticize or speak negative on the presentation by a
group and if required give feedback in a constructive manner

3. Encourage to cite case studies from their own experience.
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Day : 2 Session :  2 Large group presentation on schemes Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:
· To get to know of the different components in total sanitation campaign and SGSY.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Presentation Aspects and Presentation of the Flip chart 90
of the findings strategies involved features of 4 topics Markers
on 2 schemes  in the scheme by the sub groups

Activities Distribute the paper after 5 minutes after discussion starts.

Instructions · Before the groups are ready for their presentation, advise the observing groups
to note down their queries to ask them at the end of presentation.

· Feedback should be basically on the learning component and not on the process
of presentation.

· Ask the presenting group to include recommendations.
· Emphasize on getting a consensus on the role of panchayat for the scheme.
· If the facilitating group could not answer the question, then the facilitator can

either provide the answer or post the query on the parking space for gramsat.
· Keep a vigil to avoid conflicting situations and arguments.
· Ask all the participants to take note of individual presentations during breaks.
· Let the groups contribute on how to deal with learnt helplessness / hopefulness
· Always link the findings with the field context to make the learning relevant for

the participants. Consolidate the different aspects suggested by the participants
to arrive at a logical end to facilitate effective learning.
If time prevails, show a short film on total sanitation campaign in the evening.

Day : 2      Session :  3 The concept and process of NREGS Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:
· To know the details of NREGS
· To get awareness on the implementation strategy and bottlenecks

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

NREGS Aspects and Role play Role sheet 90
strategies involved Small group Handouts
in the scheme discussion Flip charts

and presentation

Activities Select the persons for playing the characters in the role play. Ask them to refer
their respective roles in the R1 sheet. Other participants will be observers to
consolidate the content.
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An important consideration to be kept in mind is that people feel inhibited in
playing roles in front of peer observers. This can be overcome by creating an
atmosphere of mutual trust/support among the trainees.

Instructions Organize a role-play on the aspects of NREGS involving the characters as
described in R1. Allow 15 minutes for the play. Establish a link between the
finding and the field realities through inviting observation on the content. List all
the observations. Divide all the participants into 5 sub groups on the aspects of
implementation process, bottlenecks, benefits, role of different stakeholders
and monitoring strategy. Ask the participants to use the reference handout
along with their own concepts for preparing a presentation. In the large group
presentation, invite others to supplement the leaning on the content and generate
few more queries, which can be taken up for gram sat.See to it that no criticisms
are made on the roles.

Day : 2      Session :  4 Planning process Duration: 2.00
Session Objective:
    To get the knowledge on the functionalities of different committees.

Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Planning The process of Lecture Board, Marker 60
Process village planning

Activities Community planning is a decision-making process that works creatively to
include all persons making the decision. Instead of simply voting for an item,
and having the majority of the group getting their way, the group is committed
to finding solutions that everyone can live with. This ensures that everyone’s
opinions, ideas and reservations are taken into account.

Instructions Divide the participants in to 4 sub groups. Ask them to relate themselves with
a village situation and prepare a village plan with consensus. Give them the
following instructions.

1. The problem, or decision needing to be made, is defined and named.
2. It helps to do this in a way that separates the problems/questions from

personalities.
3. Do a brainstorming for possible solutions. Write them all down, even the crazy

ones. Keep the energy up for quick, top-of-the head suggestions.
4. Create space for questions or clarification on the situation.
5. Discuss the options written down. Modify some, eliminate others, and develop

a short list. Which are the priorities?
6. State the proposal or choice of proposals so that everybody is clear.Discuss

the pros and cons of each proposal - make sure everybody has a chance to
contribute.
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7. If there is a major objection, return to step 6 (this is the time-consuming bit).
Sometimes you may need to return to step 4.

8. If there are no major objections, state the decisions and test for agreement.
9. Acknowledge minor objections and incorporate friendly amendments
10. Discuss. Prepare the chartGive a brief lecture on the importance of palli sabha,

gram sabha and preparation of plan for presentation for the larger interest if the
community.

The trainer synthesizes the learning points from different schemes and facilitates
in preparing a list of queries for presentation in Gramsat.

Day : 2 Session : 4A     Over night Task on questions for GRAMSAT Duration : .30

Session Objective:
To quickly develop an unconstrained, non-evaluated list of issues, topics  and
questions, using the group’s collective insights, for later discussion.

To have clarification of doubts over implemented schemes.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Preparation Compilation of Individual Sharing Flip chart ONT
for GRAMSAT queries for Questions from Marker

Gramsat Parking space

Reflection Feedback by the Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
participants Verbal sharing

Activities The list of a final set of questions on all the schemes in sequence should
be prepared and provided to each participant.

Instructions 1. Ask the group to appoint a recorder who may participate and must record the
queries and doubts sequentially scheme wise.

2. Ask the group to think of issues, problems and questions they had to tackle in
the field or in relation to any particular issue.

3. Encourage them to think of everything that can be included, even the most
confusing questions.

4. Encourage quantity rather than quality, the more queries the better.

5. There are two options for brainstorming.

a. People state their questions and the recorder notes each on a flip chart.
No comments and evaluation can be made; it must remain a free flow of
ideas.
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b. Each group member notes issues, problems or questions on small pieces
of paper or cards, which are then stuck up on the wall and a final list is
prepared compiling all the questions in sequence.

6. Similar questions are grouped together and no repetition.

7. Ask all the members to take down the queries in their notes prior to the visit
to the gramsat.

Initiate a discussion on the learning of the day inviting voluntary feed backs.·

Keep a ball handy before the session.
Explain the participants that whoever wants to share the highlights of the
discussion that took place during the day may do so, but brief.
The first person will start the sharing with the very first thing that was done in
the hall followed by the chronology of events through the day by next participant.
This process will continue until the highlights of the day are completed.
Ensure that every one gets a chance to speak out.

DAY – 3

Day : 3      Session :  1 A Recapitulation Duration: 1.00

Session Objective:
· The participants will get an idea of the process involved in preparing a plan.
· They will learn the importance of identifying and prioritizing issues for a plan

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Recap of Enlisting learning SharingReport White board 60
previous day points reading Marker
learning

Activities Prepare the questionnaire in advance (preferably 10 to 15 questions).
Prepare the scoring chart and display both the items

Instructions · Divide the participants into subgroups of 4 to 5 participants and assign a
number to each group.

· Explain that there would be two rounds and each round will have four questions
each to be answered by one group at a time.
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· When a group either fails or gives a wrong answer, the next group gets the
chance to answer.

· Award score to each group, which is recorded for each member in the group.

o Correct answer – gain 10 points

o Wrong answer or passed question – forfeit 10 points

o Group answering passed question – gain 10 points, no loss for wrong
answer.

· Highest scorers of the program will be rewarded at the end.

· Ensure that the program becomes a learning event.

The participants will review the learning outcomes and strengthen learning gaps
(to be done in group) and winners to be declared.

Day : 3      Session :  1 B Compilation for GRAM SAT Duration: 0.30

Session Objective:
· The participants are able to consolidate the queries  for Gramsat.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Gramsat Unresolved Compilation of Paper 30
Queries Questions from Sketchpens

Parking space

Activities Keep papers and sketchpens ready.

Instructions Ask the groups to bring their over night task and read out one by one to prepare
a common list.

Ask  2 persons to take note on the chart paper while queries are read out
without repeating any of the queries.

Advise the participants to take down the final list in their notes for reference at
Gramsat.
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Day : 3      Session :  1 C Program Evaluation Duration: 0.30

Session Objective:
· The participants are able to identify weak links and suggest betterments.
· The participants recapitulate the training content, purpose and applicability.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Action plan Self appraisal on Format fill up Assignment 10
skill development

Evaluation Feed back Structured format Feedback form 10
Verbal sharing 10

Activities Keep the feedback format R3 and R4 ready.

Instructions Distribute assessment format R3 for self-appraisal on skill enhancement and
R4 for the assessment on the program. They should try to fill up all the queries
truthfully.

For verbal feedback, write the questions on the board and ask the participants
to give their views to the point and briefly. Ensure that no comments or
clarifications take place while the feedback is in progress.

Day : 3 Session :  2 Valediction Duration: 1.00

Session Objective:
·To consolidate the program process and declare the closure of the
classroom sessions.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Valediction Closing of training Discourse — 60

Activities Let the participants close their kits and change their seating position.

Instructions Request all the participants to shed their inhibitions if any and come forward to
take an oath of commitment for the cause of social development.  Share the
learning of this training program with the participants

· Share your expectations and hope from the participants in implementing the
learning of this program

· Thank the participants, the organizers and all others for the support and
cooperation during the program period

· Invite the coordinator to say a few words
· Invite few of the participants to express their views and feelings
· Ask the participants to stand in a circle and take an oath to practice and

spread the light of knowledge
· Alternately adopt any other activity to generate commitment from the

participants
· Declare the end of the program.
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Day : 3      Session :  3 Clarification of queries at Gramsat Duration: 2.00

Session Objective:

To make the participants present the list of queries and get answers

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Congregation Queries on the Question answer White Paper 120
for GRAMSAT issues Marker

Activities Let all the participants write down the short listed queries in their notebooks
allowing space under every question.

Instructions Ask the participants to keep a copy of their queries ready. They must pay
attention to the interactive session and listen to every query and subsequent
replies very minutely. They must try to write down the answers provided by the
authorities for the queries posed. During the session everyone should resort to
complete discipline, i.e. asking one after the other and no over riding.

Thank everyone before dispersal.
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PS MEMBERS

3-Day Training Schedule

for PS Members

on RD Schemes
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3-Day Training Schedule

for PS Members

on RD Schemes

Day Session-I Session-II Session-III Session-IV

1 Welcome, Overview of RD Brain Storming on Presentation of the

Introduction Schemes, Features 3 schemes by 3 sub features of 3

and Training of a scheme groups through schemes by the

Objectives puzzle cards sub groups

2.00 Hours 1.30 Hours 1.30 Hours 2.00 Hours

2 Brain Storming on Presentation of the Brain Storming and Arrangements for

2 schemes by 4 sub features of 2 schemes presentation on grievance

groups through by the sub groups NREGS by sub redressal

puzzle cards groups through Planning process

role play

2.00 Hours 1.30 Hours 1.30 Hours 2.00 Hours

3 Collation and Valediction and Congregation for Dispersal

compilation of Closing of training GRAMSAT

queries for Gramsat

2.00 Hours  1.00 Hours 2.00 Hours
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PROGRAM SCHEDULE
DAY - 1

Sesn/Time Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Duration

1 Registration FORMAT FILL UP 30

Opening of Welcoming the Lecture, wel- PP 15
Program  participants come message

Introductions  & Structured Game  Components 30
9.30-11.30 Ice breaker

Sharing of training 15
objectives

Expectation Expectation Brain storming Flash cards, 30
and norm sharing flip charts,
setting Setting norms marker pens

Setting up ‘Parking Participatory
Space’, ‘Feelings discussion
 & Suggestions’
Sharing of Program
structure

11.30-11.45 T E A  B R E A K 15

2 Overview of History of RD Lecture White board 90
RD Schemes Schemes Interactive Marker,
Features of a - Current Discussion Handout

11.45-1.15 scheme Scenario

1.15-2.15 L U N C H  B R E A K 60

3 Discourse on IAY,BRGF/ GGY Brain Storming Puzzle cards 90
3 schemes Finance on 3 schemes Hand outs

2.15-3.45 Commission Award by 3 sub groups PP
by puzzle cards

3.45-4.00 T E A  B R E A K 15

4 Presentation Aspects and Presentation of Chart papers
of  findings strategies the features of 3 Markers 90

4.00-6.00 on 3 schemes involved in schemes by the
the scheme sub groups

Reflection of Feedback by Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
learning in the the participants Verbal sharing
day
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Day - 2

Sesn /Time Theme Content Methodology Material /Aids Duration

1 Recapitulation Enlisting learning Sharing Report White board 30
of previous points reading Marker

9.30-11.30 day’s learning

Discourse on TSC Brain Storming Puzzle cards 90
2 schemes SGSY on 2 schemes Handouts

by 4 sub groups PP
by puzzle cards

11.30-11.45 T E A  B R E A K 15

2 Presentation Aspects and Presentation of Flip chart 90
of the findings strategies the features of 2 Markers

11.45-1.15 on 2 schemes involved in schemes by the
the scheme sub groups

1.15-2.15 L U N C H  B R E A K 60

3 NREGS Aspects and Brain Storming Puzzle cards 90
strategies and presentation Handouts

2.15-3.45 involved in the by 5 sub groups Flip charts
 scheme though role play

3.45-4.00 T E A  B R E A K 15

4 Planning Concept of Lecture Chart papers 60
Process Village planning Markers

4.00-6.00 Institutional Interactive
arrangements  sharing 30
for grievance
redressal

Reflection Feedback by the Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
participants Verbal sharing
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Day - 3

Sessn/Time Theme Content Methodology Material /Aids Duration

1 Recapitulation Enlisting learning Sharing Report White board 60
of previous points reading Marker
day’s learning

9.00-11.00 Preparation for Compilation Individual Flip chart 30
GRAMSAT of queries for Sharing Marker

Gramsat Questions from
Parking space

Evaluation Feed back Structured format Feedback form 30

11.00-11.15 T E A  B R E A K 15

2 Valediction Closing of Discourse 60
11.15-12.15 training

12.15-1.15 L U N C H  B R E A K 60

3 Congregation Queries on Question White Paper 120
2.00-4.00 for GRAMSAT the issues answer

D I S P E R S A L

SESSION PLAN

DAY – 1

Day : 1      Session :  1 Welcome and Introduction Duration: 2.00

Session Objectives:

· To welcome the participants into the learning event

· To delineate the objectives of the training program to the participants

· To get the participants introduced with each other

· To formulate the ground rules or norms for the program

· To reflect on the expectations of the participants from the program
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Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Registration FORMAT FILL UP 30

Opening of Welcoming Lecture, PP 15
Program the participants welcome message

Introductions and Structured Game Components 30
Ice breaker
Sharing of training Presentation 15
objectives

Expectation Expectation sharing Flash cards, 30
and norm Setting norms Brain storming flip charts,
setting Setting up ‘Parking Participatory marker pens

Space’, ‘Feelings & discussion HO
Suggestions’
Sharing of Program
structure

Activities For the Ice breaker use game from the reference R-2. Suitable alterations
can be made to make the session lively.

Instructions · Greet  the participants and help them for registration, taking seat in the training

hall and give them materials.

· Welcome the participants into the program and introduce the facilitators.

· Share the overall goal of the training program

Tell the aprticipants that this program is intended to focus on the features and

concept of different schemes. For specific questions, the resource book can

be refered. However for the details, the particpants need to explore the pressing

issues and clarification on unresolved queries through gramsat or from the

concerned authority.

· Conduct a round of self-introduction (may be through an ice breaker)

· Go for a norm setting. It is essential for the group to decide upon some ground

rules, so that everyone participating in the session is comfortable.

· Have the group brainstorm on what they consider important rules, and make

sure that the list includes: discipline, time, management and managers.

· Ask the participants to reflect on their learning needs and write down their

expectations from this program in their notebook

· After 5 minutes distribute colour cards asking them to write one expectation

per card up to a maximum of 3 cards.

· Collect the cards and arrange them with the help of three volunteers.

· Ask the volunteers to post the cards on the board

· Inform the participants regarding the parking space and how to use them.

· Finally share the program structure and time schedule with them
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Day : 1      Session :  2 Concept of RD schemes Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:

· To make the participants aware about the evolution and sequence

of different RD schemes.

· To make them aware about the types and social equity of the RD schemes

· To make them realize the components and features of a scheme

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Overview of History of RD Lecture White board 90

RD Schemes, Schemes- Marker, HO

- Current Scenario Word cards

- Types of schemes

Rights Perspective Small group work

Features of a scheme

Activities Discuss in buzz groups of 2-3 persons. Refer HO on history of RD schemes

Instructions : Do a quick brain storming on the concept of RD schemes in India. Take down

the views on the white board. Also ask the names of different schemes they

have come across over the years.

: Do not summarize. Give a brief lecture on the concept and need of the RD

schemes.

: Now again ask what are the components of an RD scheme. Initiate a buzz

group till the following is reached-

: Conditions, Area of coverage, Targeting, Inclusion, Implementation procedures, Roles

of implementers, Roles of PRI, Institutional arrangement, Redressal mechanism,

Scope of convergence, Sustainable livelihood, Creation of assets etc.

: Take out word cards (R5) containing one component each and distribute

among the buzz groups (2 to 3 persons) and ask them to write down what

they mean by the term and present one by one.

: Take notes on a chart of 2 columns, on the left write the component and on

the right the clarifications.

Day : 1 Session :  3 Group work on 3 RD schemes Duration: 1.30

Session Objective:

· To make the participants aware about the basic concept of different schemes.
· To make them identify bottlenecks and remedial strategy
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Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Discourse on IAY, BRGF/ GGY Brain Storming on Puzzle cards 90
4 schemes Finance  3 schemes by 3 sub Hand outs

Commission Award  groups through puzzle PP
cards

Activities As per the need, either BRGF or GGY is to be taken up in the session.

There are 15 statements connected to each of the titles, each statement
written down on a separate card, thus making a total of 45 cards. 15 appropriate
cards are to be arranged in proper group under each title.  The groups are
expected to concentrate in arranging the cards.

Instructions Inform the participants that there are bits of a picture in the pieces of the
cards. There are three distinct sets, which are to be made. Then out of a pack
of 3 sets, the cards (15 in number) are to be handed over to each group,
distributing them one by one to each member within the group, like it is done
in case of playing cards. Groups now have to arrange the bits of cards to
make up a clear image. Declare the winner in completing the picture first.

Once the picture is made, the group can identify the scheme from the picture.
On the back of the pieces of the picture statements are written. The schemes
are- ‘IAY’,  ‘BRGF/GGY’ and ‘Finance Commission Award’. The members are
to discuss and declare what they have got.

After a brief introduction about the concept of 3 schemes through lecture and
power point presentation, ask the groups to refer the hand out and prepare a
presentation on 4 aspects namely - implementation process, bottlenecks,
roles of the panchayat and monitoring mechanism for the particular scheme.
Write the aspects on the board for reference.

1.The facilitator could go around when the group discussion is going on and
ensure that there are not too many silent members or a few imposing their
views on others.

2.Maintain discipline and encourage participants to listen when one group is
making their presentation. Invite questions from others to the presentation.
Add and supplement to the presentations and always appreciate good
presentations.

3.Encourage the participants to prepare themselves to be able to answer doubts
of other group members in relation to the issue they would be presenting.
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Day : 1 Session :  4 A Presentation on 3 schemes Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective: ·
To become able to draw key points in the respective scheme.
To reinforce the presentation and group handling skill.

Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Presentation Aspects and Presentation of the Chart papers 90
of the findings strategies features of 3 schemes Markers
on 3 schemes involved in the by the sub groups

scheme

Activities Distribute chart papers and markers to the groups. Emphasis of presentation
should be on the content area for knowledge enhancement.

Instructions · Before the groups are ready for their presentation, advise the observing groups
to note down their queries to ask them at the end of presentation.

· Feedback should be basically on the learning component and not on the
process of presentation.

· Ask the presenting group to include recommendations.
· Emphasize on getting a consensus on the role of panchayat for the scheme.
· If the facilitating group could not answer the question, then the facilitator can

either provide the answer or post the query on the parking space for gramsat.
· Keep a vigil to avoid conflicting situations and arguments.
· Ask all the participants to take note of individual presentations during breaks.
· Always link the findings with the field context to make the learning relevant for

the participants.
· Consolidate the different aspects suggested by the participants to arrive at a

logical end to facilitate effective learning.

Day : 1 Session :  4 B Reflection on the learning Duration: 0.30

 Session Objective:

·  To reinforce the learning taken place during the day.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Reflection of Feedback by the Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
learning in participants Verbal sharing
the day
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Activities Keep a ball handy before the session (preferably a soft cotton ball).

Instructions · Explain the participants that the ball will be rolled amongst the participants.
Whoever gets the ball will share the highlights of the discussion that took
place during the day.

· The first person will start the sharing with the very first thing that was done in
the hall and will after sharing, throw/ roll the ball to another participant.

· The person who gets the ball will repeat the above act and pass on the ball.
This process will continue until the highlights of the day are completed.

· Ensure that every one gets a chance to speak out. The trainer synthesizes the
learning points from different schemes and facilitates in preparing a list of
queries for presentation in Gramsat.

DAY – 2

Day : 2 Session :  1 A Recapitulation Duration: 0.30

Session Objective:
· The learning of the participants are reinforced and gaps mended.
· Participants feel more comfortable in flooring their doubts for clarifications.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Recap of Enlisting learning Sharing Report White board 30
previous points reading Marker
day’s
learning

Activities Make sure that each participant gets involved and contributes to the process.

Make a rule that everyone is expected to tell one point without repeating anything
from the previous participants.

Instructions Invite one of the participants (last day’s manager) to facilitate the session.
Advise the person to ask the participants to tell one by one the topics covered
sequentially along with the learning.
Note the points on the white board in 2 columns. The first column for the topics
covered and the second column for the learning taken place.
If a report is prepared, it can be read now. If it is a process report, the reporter
should read out only the salient points covering the topics, process and the
learning. Care should be given to make the presentation audible. Invite feedback
on scope of improvement if any.
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Day : 2      Session :  1 B RD Schemes Duration: 1.30

Session Objective:

· To get to test the existing information base with the participants on the
aspects of basic living standards in a rural context.

Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Discourse on TSC Brain Storming Puzzle cards
2 schemes SGSY on 2 schemes by Handouts PP 90

4 sub groups through
puzzle cards

Activities Keep the jumbled up cards ready.

Instructions Inform the participants that like the previous day some more sets of pictures

are to be made. Then out of a pack of 60 cards, 15 cards at random are to be

handed over to each group. Groups now have to get rid of the cards, which do

not fit into their picture and collect from others the appropriate cards to make

up a clear image.

They can exchange only equal number of cards with any other group. Once

the picture is made, the group can identify the theme from the picture. On the

back of the pieces of the picture statements are written. The themes are – 3

sets on ‘TSC’ and 1 set on ‘SGSY’. The members are to discuss and declare

what they have got.

After a brief introduction about the concept of 2 schemes through lecture and

power point presentation, ask the groups to refer the hand out and prepare a

presentation on the aspects of implementation process, bottlenecks and

monitoring mechanism of the particular subject.

1. The facilitator could go around when the group discussion is going on and

ensure that there are not too many silent members or a few imposing

their views on others.

2. Maintain discipline and encourage participants to listen when one group is

making their presentation. Invite questions from others to the presentation.

Add and supplement to the presentations and always appreciate good

presentations. Do not criticize or speak negative on the presentation by a

group and if required give feedback in a constructive manner

3. Encourage to cite case studies from their own experience.
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Day : 2 Session :  2 Large group presentation on schemes Duration: 1.30

Session Objective:
· To get to know of the different components in total sanitation campaign and SGSY.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Presentation Aspects and Presentation of the Flip chart 90
of the findings strategies involved features of 4 topics Markers
on 2 schemes  in the scheme by the sub groups

Activities Distribute the paper after 5 minutes after discussion starts.

Instructions · Before the groups are ready for their presentation, advise the observing groups
to note down their queries to ask them at the end of presentation.

· Feedback should be basically on the learning component and not on the process
of presentation.

· Ask the presenting group to include recommendations.
· Emphasize on getting a consensus on the role of panchayat for the scheme.
· If the facilitating group could not answer the question, then the facilitator can

either provide the answer or post the query on the parking space for gramsat.
· Keep a vigil to avoid conflicting situations and arguments.
· Ask all the participants to take note of individual presentations during breaks.
· Let the groups contribute on how to deal with learnt helplessness / hopefulness
· Always link the findings with the field context to make the learning relevant for

the participants. Consolidate the different aspects suggested by the participants
to arrive at a logical end to facilitate effective learning.
If time prevails, show a short film on total sanitation campaign in the evening.

Day : 2      Session :  3 The concept and process of NREGS Duration: 1.30

 Session Objective:
· To know the details of NREGS
· To get awareness on the implementation strategy and bottlenecks

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

NREGS Aspects and Role play Role sheet 90
strategies involved Small group Handouts
in the scheme discussion Flip charts

and presentation

Activities Select the persons for playing the characters in the role play. Ask them to
refer their respective roles in the R1 sheet. Other participants will be observers
to consolidate the content.
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An important consideration to be kept in mind is that people feel inhibited in
playing roles in front of peer observers. This can be overcome by creating an
atmosphere of mutual trust/support among the trainees.

Instructions Organize a role-play on the aspects of NREGS involving the characters as
described in R1. Allow 15 minutes for the play. Establish a link between the
finding and the field realities through inviting observation on the content. List all
the observations. Divide all the participants into 5 sub groups on the aspects of
implementation process, bottlenecks, benefits, role of different stakeholders
and monitoring strategy. Ask the participants to use the reference handout
along with their own concepts for preparing a presentation. In the large group
presentation, invite others to supplement the leaning on the content and generate
few more queries, which can be taken up for gram sat.See to it that no criticisms
are made on the roles.

Day : 2      Session :  4 Planning process Duration: 2.00
 Session Objective:
    To get the knowledge on the functionalities of different committees.

Theme Content Methodology Material/Aids Time

Planning The process of Lecture Board, Marker 60
Process village planning

Activities Community planning is a decision-making process that works creatively to
include all persons making the decision. Instead of simply voting for an item,
and having the majority of the group getting their way, the group is committed
to finding solutions that everyone can live with. This ensures that everyone’s
opinions, ideas and reservations are taken into account.

Instructions Divide the participants in to 4 sub groups. Ask them to relate themselves with
a village situation and prepare a village plan with consensus. Give them the
following instructions.

1. The problem, or decision needing to be made, is defined and named.
2. It helps to do this in a way that separates the problems/questions from

personalities.
3. Do a brainstorming for possible solutions. Write them all down, even the crazy

ones. Keep the energy up for quick, top-of-the head suggestions.
4. Create space for questions or clarification on the situation.
5. Discuss the options written down. Modify some, eliminate others, and develop

a short list. Which are the priorities?
6. State the proposal or choice of proposals so that everybody is clear.Discuss

the pros and cons of each proposal - make sure everybody has a chance to
contribute.
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7. If there is a major objection, return to step 6 (this is the time-consuming bit).
Sometimes you may need to return to step 4.

8. If there are no major objections, state the decisions and test for agreement.
9. Acknowledge minor objections and incorporate friendly amendments
10. Discuss. Prepare the chartGive a brief lecture on the importance of palli sabha,

gram sabha and preparation of plan for presentation for the larger interest if the
community.

The trainer synthesizes the learning points from different schemes and facilitates
in preparing a list of queries for presentation in Gramsat.

Day : 2 Session : 4A     Over night Task on questions for GRAMSAT Duration : .30

Session Objective:
To quickly develop an unconstrained, non-evaluated list of issues, topics  and
questions, using the group’s collective insights, for later discussion.

To have clarification of doubts over implemented schemes.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Preparation Compilation of Individual Sharing Flip chart ONT
for GRAMSAT queries for Questions from Marker

Gramsat Parking space

Reflection Feedback by the Question answer Soft cotton ball 30
participants Verbal sharing

Activities The list of a final set of questions on all the schemes in sequence should

be prepared and provided to each participant.

Instructions 1. Ask the group to appoint a recorder who may participate and must record the

queries and doubts sequentially scheme wise.

2. Ask the group to think of issues, problems and questions they had to tackle in

the field or in relation to any particular issue.

3. Encourage them to think of everything that can be included, even the most

confusing questions.

4. Encourage quantity rather than quality, the more queries the better.

5. There are two options for brainstorming.

a. People state their questions and the recorder notes each on a flip chart.

No comments and evaluation can be made; it must remain a free flow of

ideas.
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b. Each group member notes issues, problems or questions on small pieces
of paper or cards, which are then stuck up on the wall and a final list is
prepared compiling all the questions in sequence.

6. Similar questions are grouped together and no repetition.

7. Ask all the members to take down the queries in their notes prior to the visit to
the gramsat.

Initiate a discussion on the learning of the day inviting voluntary feed backs.·

Keep a ball handy before the session.
Explain the participants that whoever wants to share the highlights of the
discussion that took place during the day may do so, but brief.
The first person will start the sharing with the very first thing that was done in
the hall followed by the chronology of events through the day by next participant.
This process will continue until the highlights of the day are completed.
Ensure that every one gets a chance to speak out.

DAY – 3

Day : 3      Session :  1 A Recapitulation Duration: 1.00

Session Objective:
· The participants will get an idea of the process involved in preparing a plan.
· They will learn the importance of identifying and prioritizing issues for a plan

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Recap of Enlisting learning SharingReport White board 60
previous day points reading Marker
learning

Activities Prepare the questionnaire in advance (preferably 10 to 15 questions).
Prepare the scoring chart and display both the items

Instructions · Divide the participants into subgroups of 4 to 5 participants and assign a number
to each group.

· Explain that there would be two rounds and each round will have four questions
each to be answered by one group at a time.
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· When a group either fails or gives a wrong answer, the next group gets the
chance to answer.

· Award score to each group, which is recorded for each member in the group.

o Correct answer – gain 10 points

o Wrong answer or passed question – forfeit 10 points

o Group answering passed question – gain 10 points, no loss for wrong
answer.

· Highest scorers of the program will be rewarded at the end.

· Ensure that the program becomes a learning event.

The participants will review the learning outcomes and strengthen learning gaps
(to be done in group) and winners to be declared.

Day : 3      Session :  1 B Compilation for GRAM SAT Duration: 0.30

Session Objective:
· The participants are able to consolidate the queries  for Gramsat.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Gramsat Unresolved Compilation of Paper 30
Queries Questions from Sketchpens

Parking space

Activities Keep papers and sketchpens ready.

Instructions Ask the groups to bring their over night task and read out one by one to prepare
a common list.

Ask  2 persons to take note on the chart paper while queries are read out
without repeating any of the queries.

Advise the participants to take down the final list in their notes for reference at
Gramsat.
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Day : 3      Session :  1 C Program Evaluation Duration: 0.30

Session Objective:
· The participants are able to identify weak links and suggest betterments.
· The participants recapitulate the training content, purpose and applicability.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Action plan Self appraisal on Format fill up Assignment 10
skill development

Evaluation Feed back Structured format Feedback form 10
Verbal sharing 10

Activities Keep the feedback format R3 and R4 ready.

Instructions Distribute assessment format R3 for self-appraisal on skill enhancement and
R4 for the assessment on the program. They should fill up queries truthfully.

For verbal feedback, write the questions on the board and ask the participants
to give their views to the point and briefly. Ensure that no comments or
clarifications take place while the feedback is in progress.

Day : 3 Session :  2 Valediction Duration: 1.00

Session Objective:
·To consolidate the program process and declare the closure of the
classroom sessions.

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Valediction Closing of training Discourse — 60

Activities Let the participants close their kits and change their seating position.

Instructions Request all the participants to shed their inhibitions if any and come forward to
take an oath of commitment for the cause of social development.  Share the
learning of this training program with the participants

· Share your expectations and hope from the participants in implementing the
learning of this program

· Thank the participants, the organizers and all others for the support and
cooperation during the program period

· Invite the coordinator to say a few words
· Invite few of the participants to express their views and feelings
· Ask the participants to stand in a circle and take an oath to practice and

spread the light of knowledge
· Alternately adopt any other activity to generate commitment from the

participants
· Declare the end of the program.
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Day : 3      Session :  3 Clarification of queries at Gramsat Duration: 2.00

Session Objective:

To make the participants present the list of queries and get answers

Theme Content Methodology Material / Aids Time

Congregation Queries on the Question answer White Paper 120
for GRAMSAT issues Marker

Activities Let all the participants write down the short listed queries in their notebooks
allowing space under every question.

Instructions Ask the participants to keep a copy of their queries ready. They must pay
attention to the interactive session and listen to every query and subsequent
replies very minutely. They must try to write down the answers provided by the
authorities for the queries posed. During the session everyone should resort to
complete discipline, i.e. asking one after the other and no over riding.

Thank everyone before dispersal.
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Role-playing  - Script for role-playing on NREGS

Agenda

The gram panchayat has received funds for the land development of beneficiaries under NREGS.
Agricultural land leveling and contour bunding will include the 100 acres of land of the people
belonging to below poverty line (BPL) families to be approved by the Palli Sabha. However, the job
cardholders who have applied for work in the respective villages will carry out the work. The project
will be implemented by the gram panchayat involving the beneficiaries and shall be completed
within six months.

The job cards have been issued but people have not applied for work. There was also a delay in
releasing of payment for previous work to the workers. Find out means to protect the interest of the
workers.

For Sarpanch

· You are the Sarpanch of the Gram Panchayat.

· You have assembled the Panchayat Secretary, other members of the panchayat and villagers.

· You have called them to decide the beneficiaries for the land development of BPL families
under NREGS.

· The Palli Sabha will meet near the panchayat office at about 11 a.m. on Sunday.

· You start the meeting, greet the gathering and tell them about the meeting’s purpose and
your expectations.

· Ask the Panchayat Secretary to read out the agenda.

· Allow discussion, giving two  minutes to the person who raises his or her hand.

· If clarification is needed, the help of ward members can be obtained with the chair’s
permission.

· Take full control over the house and lead the people in a good discussion.

· List the people who deserve the benefit under NREGS.

· Finalize the list according to the availability of funds.

· Place the list before the meeting and secure approval by obtaining signatures of those present.

· Thank every one for attending the meeting.

For Panchayat Secretary

· You are the Panchayat Secretary.

· The Sarpanch and other panchayat members, including three women are present.

· You sit on the side, obey the sarpanch, read out the agenda when asked and carefully record
the minutes of the meeting.

R-1
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· You talk less and only when asked by the Sarpanch.

· Come prepared for the meeting with the socio-economic details of the village.

For Ward member

· You are ward members elected from the village.

· You try to recommend two persons in your ward for getting their land developed and submit
application for work by 2-3 job card holders.

· Speak with the permission of the chair.

· Put forth your case precisely and clearly.

· Ensure that the member recommended by you is present.

For Villagers

· You are the resident of the village.

· You come in the BPL category.

· Take active part in the meeting.

· Present your ideas/opinions clearly.

· Try to get yourself included in the beneficiary list.

· Obey the chairperson. Speak when given the chance.
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This collection of Icebreakers was compiled from various sources. Many of these were anonymous

or had multiple claims of authorship. Some were created by the members of DEED Trust. In any

case, they are all provided for use by facilitators on various occasions as they may please without

any obligation whatsoever.

Objective

To increase and improve the use of interactive, experiential strategies to improve human

performance in an effective, efficient, and enjoyable way

Rules for Rules

The success of a game depends to a large extent on the way its rules are presented. Here are

some suggestions on the presentation of structured rules:

Keep a consistent point of view. Write your rules as a set of instructions to the player. Give

instructions instead of describing what is going to happen.

Present the rules in a chronological order. Begin from the beginning of the game (“briefing”)

and end with post-game activities (“debriefing”).

Break the rules into small, consistent steps. Make sure each rule deals with a single activity or

decision. Stick to the same level of detail in presenting different rules.

Begin each rule with a summary sentence. Print this sentence in bold letters. Later, when

facilitators want to quickly refresh their memory, they can scan this sentence instead of reading

the entire paragraph.

Use examples to clarify complex rules. One picture is worth 10,000 words—and so is a clear

example. Print your examples in italics for ease of reference.

Don’t clutter up the rules with too many variations. Present a lean set of rules to explain the

play of the game. Use a Variations section to present instructions on how to adjust the basic game

to suit local constraints and needs.

Provide a summary outline of the rules. Facilitators can use this job aid during the game and

during its debriefing.
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Human Knot Game

Divide the participants into groups of 6-10 people. Each group forms a tight circle, standing and

facing each other. Everyone extends her/ his hands into the circle and by inter mingling of the

arms, grasps hands with other members of the group. Instruct people to “be sure that the two

hands you are holding do not belong to the same person”. The groups’ goal: untie the knot which

results. Members of the group physically climb over/ under/ through each other’s arms to untie the

knot of bodies. Note: It’s RARE but it is possible for a knot to be unsolvable or end in two separate

circles.

People Knots Game

Every one sits on the floor in a circle with legs extended toward the middle. Each person grabs two

others’ hands and holds them. The hands cannot be those of either person sitting on your sides

and also cannot be the two hands of the same person. Now, everyone stands up and untangles

each other into a single circle, without letting go of the hands you have.

The Quiet Game

The instructor explains that this exercise will take self control. Members pair back to back. On the

count of three, everyone must face their partner, look each other in the eyes, and then try to remain

solemn and serious. No speaking! The first to smile or laugh must sit down. All who remain standing

then take a new partner and the activity continues until only one person has not smiled or laughed.

(Second round of playing can involve two teams competing to outlast each other.) If you get a pair at the

end who are both keeping a straight face, the rest of the group can act as hecklers to disrupt them.

Favorite Animal Game

As the guests arrive, and before you write their names on a name card, ask them to tell you their

favorite animal and three adjectives to describe the animal. As they tell you, write the three adjectives

on a name tag BEFORE their name (omit the name of the animal). Ask them to mingle with the

crowd, sharing why these adjectives best describe their own personality. EXAMPLES: Loyal, cuddly,

playful Aloka

YES- NO

Let the participants stand in a circle with the facilitator in the middle of the circle. Now the facilitator

can go near anyone and ask a question which can be answered in either yes or no
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If the participant’s answer is ‘yes’, the movement of the head should be in the way ‘no’ is gestured.

And in the same manner if the answer is ‘no’ the head should move in the ‘yes’ gesture.

If the participant says yes and nods his or her head in the ‘yes’ gesture, then he / she has to come

out and conduct the game.

Moo Game

Required: Just people

Players: Small to medium groups

Pick three people to stand outside while the rest of the group gets ready. Form a circle large

enough for someone to stand inside. Tell the group that They are going to pick someone from

outside to come in and stand inside the circle and when you count to three everyone has to “MOO”

as loud as they can. Then tell them on the last time, when the third person comes in to fake a

“MOO”. Everyone should look like they are going to “MOO” but don’t. Pick someone from outside

and tell them that they are to listen for the person who “MOOed” the loudest. Count to three and

everyone “MOOs”. The person in the middle will then pick who “MOOed” the loudest and whomever

they pick will be correct. Then tell that person that they have to “MOO” as loud as they can on the

next round but to not “MOO” at all on the third round. Now the 2nd person comes in and you “MOO”

and they pick who was the loudest and they are of course correct. But don’t tell the 2nd person to

not “MOO” on the last round. Now the third person comes in and you tell them to pick the loudest

“MOO”. You count to three and everyone pretends like they are going to “MOO” except the 2nd

person that came in who “MOOs” really loud all by him or herself. It’s really funny. You may have to

explain the joke to the third person though.

Circle of Friends Game

This is a great greeting and departure for a large group who will be attending a seminar for more

than one day together and the chances of meeting everyone in the room is almost impossible.

Form two large circles (or simply form two lines side by side), one inside the other and have the

people in the inside circle face the people in the outside circle. Ask the circles to take one step in

the opposite directions, allowing them to meet each new person as the circle continues to move

very slowly. If lines are formed, they simply keep the line moving very slowly, as they introduce

themselves.
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TRUST WALK
Purpose

1. To provide an opportunity for participants to look at their leadership and rapport-building
skills.

2. To understand how tensions creep into the leader-follower relationship and affect the work.

Set-up

1. Place: preferably outdoor with natural obstacles, varying terrain as well as freedom of
movement. Can be done indoors with enough passageways and empty rooms. The obstacles
should not be impossible to cross or cause personal injury.

2. Material: Blindfold or big handkerchief (15 in number). If the blindfold is not available they can
choose to close their eyes during the exercise.

3. Up to 24 persons can participate. Time taken is about 40 minutes, including debrief.

Instructions

1. Divide the participants into two groups. Ask all the members of one of the groups to don
blindfold. The blindfolded ones become the followers and the sighted become the leaders.

2. Ask the persons in leader group to select someone they have not yet worked with or do not
know very well.

3. The objective is for the blindfolded person to move around and get familiar with different
things (objects, person, etc.) in the surrounding by using his/her senses of touch/sight/
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smell. Clarify that in order for them to move around safely each blindfolded person would be
accompanied by a leader (sighted person).

4. The exercise is carried out in silence, with no talking by the participants until the debrief.

5. The leader has to take the follower around by placing one hand on their shoulder or under

their elbow and guiding with a supportive hand.

6. After 10 minutes, the partners swap roles.

Strategic considerations

The exercise bears most fruit if participants can safely express their frustrations with moving

about unsighted and their dissatisfaction with the quality of they receive in the process. Though

this exercise discussion on leader’s role and responsibility, dynamics on leader-follower relationship,

importance of trust in relationship and also importance of verbal and visual communication can be

generated.

The groups may be provided with a goal such as to get acquainted with as many things as possible

in 10 minutes or to cover a challenging path (decided before hand by trainer) or just to gain (for

follower) full familiarity with the objects in his/her surrounding. This would help to generate discussion

on how a leader is able to balance the safety of followers against the stated objective.

A variation of the exercise is also to have one leader with more than one follower and the leader

guides them verbally.

Debriefing

1. Discuss how did they feel in two different roles, of follower and leader. What was the easiest

or hardest part?

2. How did you communicate to facilitate movement? What was the non-verbal code that was

developed (if any)?

3. What did you learn about the requirements of effective leadership? What are the

responsibilities of the leader and the follower?

4. Was there any conflict that developed during the exercise (inside you or between you and

your partner)? How did it arise and get resolved?

5. How well did you achieve the objectives given to you? What were the major constraints?

Use this to direct discussion on constraints in a village situation.

One of the main learning from the exercise is that both the leaders and the followers work under

various constraints. They can overcome these constraints and achieve their objective if they are

thoughtful and smart.
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THE BALL GAME

Purpose

1. To make a discussion more orderly and to encourage listening

2. To uncover the roles played by people in a discussion

Setup

A soft object that can be passed or thrown around, such as a ball or a rolled-up newspaper.

Instructions

1. The group sits or stands in a circle to hold a discussion

2. Tell the participants that they can speak only if they are holding the ball or rolled-up newspaper,
otherwise they should remain silent and listen to what is being said. If they want to say
something, then they should raise their hand.

3. When an individual has finished talking, he or she should pass the ball on - either to someone
with their hand raised who is requesting to speak, or to someone else.

4. If someone receives the ball and doesn’t want to speak, they can just pass it on.

Success markers

1. One may observe the quieter members of the group speaking up, when someone else in
the group passes on the ball to them.

2. The more dominant or vociferous members of the group quieten down.

3. Some dominant members may be seen with their hand raised constantly.

Strategic considerations

One variation is to allow participants to turn their back on a speaker if they are bored with them, or
find what they are saying irrelevant. This exercise can be combined with any other exercise, which
requires group discussion such as review of microplan goal or developing motivation strategy.

Debriefing

After the exercise, discuss what it felt like to hold the ball, to receive it unasked and to receive it
when requested. Those who were given the ball without asking might have felt uncomfortable and
have felt forced to participate.

The game encourages a listening attitude; it allows quieter members of a group the opportunity to
speak. It also makes more dominant members conscious of the amount they are speaking since
they are holding the ball. Once the procedures are leamt and become automatic, many groups
find this a very useful way of organising group discussions. It dispenses with the need for an
authoritative chairperson as the rules are built in.
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SABOTEUR

Purpose

1. To show how communication and group work can be easily disrupted

2. To create a group strategy for recognising and dealing with sabotage This game may also
be used as a leveller or an energiser.

Setup

Several three-four chair arrangements to accommodate all participants. The game may take up to
15 minutes or longer, depending on the length of feedback.

Instructions

1. The participants are divided into threes or fours. Within each sub-group, they have to fill
three roles - the speaker, the listener and the saboteur. There could be one or two saboteurs,
depending on whether the group comprises three or four individuals,

2. The speaker and the listener face each other to talk, while the saboteur/s can move. The speaker
is asked to describe some aspect of their work or life to the listener, or communicate a message.
The saboteur is asked to try to sabotage, i.e., disrupt, this discussion in any non-violent manner.

3. Roaming saboteurs can move between groups. Roaming saboteurs include members who
did not join any group when they were formed, as well as the trainer.
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4. After two minutes, ask participants to change roles. Swap roles again after another two
minutes, until all participants have had an opportunity to play all three roles. Everybody should
know what it feels like to be a saboteur and to be sabotaged.

Success markers

1. Saboteurs get increasingly innovative in trying to distract attention of the speaker and/or
receiver, producing roars of laughter and merrymaking.

2. The speaker and receiver try to continue their conversation despite distractions; however,
there are differences between the message sent and message received (if any), when both
are asked to narrate the same.

Strategic considerations

The exercise can also be used to highlight rotes played by individuals in a group.

Debriefing

To establish a group strategy, it is necessary to get participants to reflect on how they felt,

§ “What was it like to be a saboteur or to be sabotaged?”

§ “Did you find it easy or difficult to disrupt the conversation?”

1. Ask everyone to reflect the different types of saboteurs they have experienced in the past,
and write these on the flipchart (if time permits). Examples include: dominance, rigidity,
interruptions (answers/ questions), joking and not being serious, rudeness, silence, taking
over with enthusiasm and physical distraction by fidgeting.

2. Now ask the participants to reflect on ways to deal with such sabotage, i.e., sabotaging saboteurs:

§ “How have you or could you deal with saboteurs?”

§ “What are the ways groups can deal with saboteur individuals?”

Write these strategies on another sheet. Examples include ignoring politely, polite/ clear interruption,
stopping the discussion, talking it out (publicly or personally), acknowledging and postponing, diverting
attention - forming sub-groups or setting tasks, using saboteur for debate, asking others for help,
allowing it or walking away.

CHAIRS

Purpose

1. To show participants how to manage conflict by turning it into cooperation

2. To help them focus on the possible differences in the interpretation of instructions

3. To make participants aware of cultural differences in handling conflict
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Setup

1. Copies of three instructions (see below), each in enough number for distribution among at
least a third of the participants.

2. A room without tables (or remove all tables to one corner), but with a chair for each participant
(the room should have at least one window - if that is not the case, then improvise as appropriate).

Instructions

1. Begin the game without any preliminaries (preferably after the trainees return from a break).

2. Give each participant one set of instructions (either A, B or C), distributing equal numbers of
the three different instructions.

A. Pull all the chairs in a circle. You have fifteen minutes to do this

B. Pull all the chairs near the door. You have fifteen minutes to do this

C. Pull all the chairs near the window. You have fifteen minutes to do this

3. Tell them not to show their slips of paper to other participants, as this will defeat the purpose of
the exercise.

4. Ask them to return the instruction slips after having read and understood the message.

5. Tell everyone to start the exercise, following the instructions they were given.

Strategic considerations

1. It is important that the trainees begin the exercise without knowledge of its objectives, as this
may defeat the purpose of the exercise.

2. To make the exercise more exciting, you may decide to issue another instruction: nobody is
allowed to speak for the first five minutes - this will also highlight the importance of
communication.

Success markers

Groups often burst into frantic action, use force and sometimes carry chairs with others desperately
sitting on them to their corner. When some participants are trying to find a co-operative solution,
others can be seen continuing to collect and defend their chairs. This in turn frustrates the co-
operators, who forget their positive intentions and join the argument.

Debriefing

This exercise has great scope for creative conflict resolution. The analysis focusses on aspects
of non-aggressive conflict resolution. The instructions cannot be carried out unless people with
identical instructions co-operate. Further the sub-groups can not carry out their instructions unless
they co-operate. Several solutions are possible:

� Putting all the chairs in a circle, between the door and the window
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� Consecutively putting all the chairs in a circle, then near the door, then near the window

� Disobeying part of the instructions, by putting one third of the chairs in a circle, one third near
the door, one third near the window

� Disobeying the instructions entirely

Begin with sharing with the trainees the objective/s of the exercise:

� How conflict can be turned into co-operation; and

� How instructions can be interpreted differently

� How presumptions about ownership of objects (chairs here, assets or resources in real life)
could result in conflict

Relevant questions for analysis of the exercise:

1. What did you experience while playing the game?

2. Did you feel that the chair you were sitting on was yours, to do with it as you pleased?

3. How did you relate to people who wanted something else? Did you co-operate, persuade,
argue, fight or give in?

4. If you confronted others, then how did you do this?

5. Did you follow instructions? Why did you interpret them as you did? Did you see them as an
instruction to be carried out whatever the cost and to the exclusion of the others? Why?

6. How would you handle this assignment if you did it a second time?

7. Can you relate what happened here to real life situations?
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Self-apprai

S.N. Skill 1 
 Communication 

Skills 
 

 Coping with 
Emotions 

 

 Self 
Awareness 

 

 Interpersonal 
Relationship 

 

 Decision 
Making 

 

 Coping with  

If you answered “no” to any question, consider how you can improve or remedy the situation in the upcoming months.

R-3
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Name 
 
Venue 
 
Instructions 
Answer all the questions in the f
area 
 
 
What did you 
learn from the 
training? 
 
 
 
Which content 
area should be 
more focused 

 

 

Suggest
measures for
improvement

R-4
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Backward Region Grant Fund (BRGF)

• BRGF provides additional development assistance in 19 districts of the state.

• The Backward Region Grant Fund is designed to redress regional imbalances in development. The
fund will provide financial resources for supplementing and converging existing developmental inflows
into identified districts.

• a well-conceived participatory district development perspective plan to address this backwardness is to
be prepared.

• Participatory plans will be prepared in each Panchayat and Municipality, which would take into account
all resources being spent in the area.

• BRGF consists of two funding windows - A Capability Building Fund, A substantially untied grant.

• Every district will receive a fixed minimum amount.

• It is anticipated that the initiative on the Backward Region Grant Fund would mitigate regional
imbalances, contribute towards poverty alleviation in backward districts, and promote accountable and
responsive Panchayats and Municipalities.

• The training programme will focus on –

a) A trained community level person for agricultural extension,

b) A gender empowerment community leader or volunteer,

c) Trained ‘barefoot engineers’, or creation of local engineering capacity,

d) Support for Professional Planning.

• BRGF funds can be used for training such persons at the Panchayat level.

• The Panchayats, Municipalities and DPC constituted in accordance with Part IX and IX-A
of the Constitution would undertake the management of the programme.

• No special bodies, management committees, societies etc. shall be set up for implementing
the Scheme at any Panchayat level of ULB level.

• In order to facilitate special attention for the supervision, management and monitoring of the
programme, Standing Committees constituted within such bodies under legal provisions
may be strengthened for the purpose.

• The implementation of the works should be by the Panchayats and Municipalities at the
appropriate level, in accordance with the respective activity mapping exercise undertaken.

• Certain conditions to be met for the release of funds to districts as prescribed by law.
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Indira Awas Yojana

1. Centrally sponsored scheme to provide housing to the people below poverty line living in rural areas belonging
to SC/ST, freed bonded labour and non SC/ST categories.

2. De-linked from Jawahar Rojagar Yojana and has been made as independent scheme with effect from 1st

January 1996.

3. Gram sabha select the beneficiaries from the list of eligible households according to guideline and as per
priorities fixed, restricting this number to the target allotted.

4. No approval of the panchayat samiti is required for construction of houses under IAY.

5. The houses under IAY are built on individual plots in the main habitation of the village.

6. Construction of house including sanitary latrine and smokeless chulla in hilly/difficult areas with an assistance of
Rs. 38,500 and in plain areas with an assistance of Rs. 35,000.

7. Beneficiaries are involved in construction of the house and may make their own arrangements for construction
material, engage workmen and also contribute family labour.

8. The land area of the houses under IAY should not be less than 20 sqr. meters.

9. There is no prescribed design to build up dwelling units under IAY.

10.  No contractors or other outer agencies will be allowed to construct houses, provided under IAY.

11.  Sanitary latrines forms an integral part, a system of drainage from the house should also be provided to avoid
overflow from the kitchen, bathrooms etc.

12. On completion of a dwelling unit it is required to display board fixed indicating the logo of the scheme, year of
construction and name of the beneficiary.

13. There is state level coordination committee for rural development programmes to monitor the implementation of
IAY at the state level.

14. To maintain transparency of the programme detail information/on BPL families, list of beneficiaries, cost incurred,
sources of funds and name of implementing agencies are maintained at village level, block level and district level.

15. Quality of the construction of house must be maintained by the beneficiary.

16. Payment shall be made to the beneficiary in three installments depending on the progress of work of the house.

17. The beneficiary can obtain a house design and technical guidance from the junior engineer at block level.

18. The beneficiaries can contact the concerned junior engineer and block development officer, in case of any
difficulty to construct the house under IAY.

19. The ward member, naibsarpanch, sarpanch and the samiti member can ensure the construction and completion of
house under IAY by the beneficiaries in time to avoid unnecessary harassment and non-completion of the work.
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Gopabandhu Gramin Yojana

1. GGY provides additional developmental assistance to the targeted 11 districts, which are not covered
under backward region grant fund (BRGF).

2. Providing in fractural support primary bijli, sadak and pani (Electricity, road and water) to every
revenue village is the main purpose of GGY.

3. Each targeted district shall be provided additional development assistance to the fare of Rs. 10 crore
per annum for a period of six years from 2006-07 to 2011-1012.

4. The funds provided under GGY will be kept as united fund and will be utilized as additional funds to
develop in fracture in rural area.

5. Considering the population of the villages a particular amount has be fixed under the scheme.

6. Panchayatiraj department will be the nodal department for the purpose of administration of the GGY.

7. The gram sabha of the identified village shall select the projects to be undertaken with in the village
to the prescribed selling.

8. The district collector and project director, DRDA shall be directly responsible for effective and timely
implementation of the scheme.

9. The collector shall furnish monthly progress report (MRP) on financial and physical achievements
of the scheme to the panchayatiraj department.

10. The state level stressing committee (SLSC) under the chairmanship of chief-secretary shall have
overall responsibility for the effective implementation, monitoring and evaluation of the impact of
the scheme.

11. The work progress and utilization of fund by gram panchayat under GGY can be discussed in the
gram sabha and the villagers will have vigilance on the activities under GGY.

12. Ward members and naib-sarpanch in the palli sabha can take lead to select eh proper and justified
project to be taken up under GGY.

13. The sarpanch can lead the opinion of the villages in gram sabha to select the project, which needs
urgent attention and can provide benefits to maximum public.

14. The samiti member can mobilise the public for right selection of projects in the villages and can co-
ordinate the proposal at the block level to include their proposal in the block plan of actors.

15. The chairperson of panchayat samiti can lead the GGY through out the block and can coordinate the
activities of the scheme with line department officials and can mobilise the public to have confidence
and cooperate the implementation of projects under GGY.

16. The zilla parishad members can assess the ground realities of the work undertaken under GGY and
facilitate the process by raising the problems in zilla parishad meeting, having discussions with the
zilla parishad president and solve the problem through the project director, DRDA.
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Total Sanitation Campaign

1. To bring about an improvement in general quality of life in rural areas through accelerated
sanitation coverage, awareness creation and health education and elimination of open
defecation.

2. TSC was launched in April 1999 with emphasis on information, education and
communication to generate demand.

3. To ensure effective implementation and monitoring of TSC in the state a registered society
named ‘Orissa State Water and Sanitation Mission’ was registered on 10th August, 2002.

4. BDO will be the nodal officer for TSC and will be responsible for effective implementation
of the programme.

5. Gram pancayat will be the planning and implementation institution at panchayat level to
develop, approve, promote and oversee the TSC at village level.

6. Gram panchayat will convene panchayat level TSC meeting every month on Sanjog
Diwas (18th of every month).

7. The gram panchayat will follow the practices of accounting as per the existing gram
panchayat act and OGFR.

8. The sarpanch will monitor the progress of the household, school and anganwadi sanitation
in the gram panchayat.

9. Any problem raised out of TSC can be redressed at village water and sanitation committee/
gram panchayat/BDO/DWSM.
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Jaldhara

1. Jaldhara is a major component of TSC.

2. Feedbacks regarding implementation of the scheme from district vigilance and
monitoring committee, which include elected representatives, were collected to
monitor the scheme.

3. Village/district/state level water and sanitation committee regularly monitor the
scheme.

4. The sarpanch can take steps to pass a resolution to operate and maintain public
water system schemes in the panchayat.

5. Panchayat most take lead role in providing toilet in gram panchayat office/
anganwadi/schools and to provide individual latrine to all BPL families and persuade
APL households to have toilets.

6. Citizen Information Board to be installed at the site to facilitate transparency and
social audit of the scheme.

7. RWSS may adopt state quality monitoring system for quality certification of water,
yield, implementation process and procedural and to examine the estimate of the
work under TSC.
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                                Personal  Hygiene

1. Collection, storage and use of safe drinking water.

2. Community hygiene  and its maintenance .

3. Household sanitation and food hygiene.

4. Proper drainage of garbage and animal droppings.

5. Proper drainage of used water, solid waste and human excreta.

6. Hand washing with soap before eating and feeding children.

7. Hand washing after use of toilet/cleaning of animal dropping and garbage.

8. Water to be poured with help of ladle into clean glass and fingers are not to be
dipped into the water container.

Impact of Sanitation on Rural Development

1. Health is wealth.

2. Dropout of school children increases due to poor sanitation facilities.

3. Women and girl children are more vulnerable to improper sanitation

4. Illness adversely affects family income.

5. Health expenses increases due to repeated illness.

6. Family members suffer when women become ill or unable to look after

the family.

7. People habituated to live with poor sanitation practices seldom get any benefit from
the rural development schemes.
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Swarnjayanti Gram Swarozgar Yojana

1. Lunched with effect from 1.4.99 as a new self-employment programme to reduce rural poverty.

2. To bring up the assisted families (swarojgaries) above the poverty line by providing them
income generating assets through a mix of bank create and government subsidy.

3. To organize the poor at grassroots level through a process of social mobilization for poverty
eradication.

4. The scheme aims at establishing a large number of micro enterprises in the rural areas,
building upon the potential of the rural poor.

5. The scheme emphasizes on the cluster approach for establishing the micro enterprises in rural
areas.

6. Four to five key activities are planned for a block under the scheme.

7. The group approach involves organization of the poor into self help groups (SHGs) women
engaged in income generating activity and their capacity building.

8. The schemes promote multiple credits rather than a one-time credit injection and lay emphasis
on skill development through well-designed training course.

9. BPL families in rural areas constitute the target group of SGSY.

10. With in the target group special safeguards have been provided to vulnerable sanctions, by
way of reserving 50 per cent benefits for SC/ST, 50 per cent for women and 3 per cent for
disabled persons.

11. The scheme is being implemented by the DRDA with the active involvement of PRIs, the
banks, the line departments and NGOs.

12. Monitoring is done by block/DRDA through field visits and physical verification of assets
obtained by swarojgaries to see that swarojgaries are properly managing their assets and is
able to generate the projected income.

13. State level coordination committee (SLCC) monitors the progeramme at the state level and
the central level coordination committee (CLCC) monitors and reviews the implementation of
the scheme at central level.

14. Provides scope for promotion of marketing of the goods produced by the swarojgries.

15. Vigilance and monitoring committees have been formed at block, district and state level involving
local MPs and MLAs as the members.

16. The swarojgaries can contact the line department officials and the bank officials to overcome
their problems in undertaking self-employments units under SGSY.
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Finance Commission Award

1. Finance Commission is a constitutional body set up every five years by the
government.

2. It recommends the procedure to distribute of the net proceeds of taxes between the
union and the states.

3. Grants for local bodies (panchayat and municipalities) are a measure aspects among
the 13 important areas covered by the commission.

4. The twelve-finance commission-working period is 2005-2010.

5. The thirteenth finance commission working period will be 2010-2015.

6. All funds available under finance commission grand will be deposited as gram fund
and accounts will be maintained as per law.

7. Gram panchayat will maintain a subsidiary cashbook to register the expenditure out of
the fund.

8. Funds provided under the twelve finance commission grand will not be utilized to
construct road, bridge, pond or building and salaries and wages.

9. Details of the work activities undertaken out of the fund will be displayed in the wall of
gram panchayat office for public information.

10. Funds provided under the grand for local bodies will be directly placed under the gram
panchayat.

11. Panchayat can spent a fixed amount for village school improvement, cement cover
and hand pump for open well, iron filter for tube well, drinking water centers (pani
chhatra) in summer, septic latrines in school, drain and sock pits, construction of garbage
pit etc. under the scheme.
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